
From: Adelson, Aaron
Sent: Thu, 16 Feb 2023 15:56:35 40000

To: Kell, Bert (CDC/OD/OADC)
Subject: RE: CDC media request-136170 Causes of death -Wonder search

Sort of, but we learnedwe can't see county level data if the cases are below three.

From: Kelly, Bert (CDC/OD/OADC) <msy5@cdc gov
Sent: Thursday, February 16, 2023 7:19 AM
To: Adelson, Aaron <aaron.adelson@news.com>
Subject: COC media request-136170 Causes of death -Wonder search

CAUTION - EXTERNAL EMAIL- Please use caution opening attachments and never share your password.
Send suspicious email to infosec@tegna.com.

Hello Aaron,

Didyouget the information you were looking for?

Regards,
Bert Kelly
COC Media Office

Inquiry Description:

From: CDC Wonder Customer Support <cwus(iicde.gov>
Sent: Wednesday, February 15, 2023 8:38 PM
“To: Adelson, Aaron <aaron.adclson(@9newscom>
Ce: Media (CDC) <sohcof@ede.gov>
Subject: RE: Wonder causesof death search - deaths due to complications of medical and
surgical care

Hello,

Thank you for yourquestion. Media representatives and journalist are encourage to contact
CDC's Media Relations office at www.cdegonmedia or by email at mediacde.gon for
assistance with interpreting the statistics, or assistance with contacting subject mater experts at
coe.

Torun a query for specific causesof death for deathsofUS residents in years 2019. through the
most recently available data by county, please see

Provisional Mortality Siatisties. 201 throneh Last Month Request fede ox)

From:
Sent:

Subject:

Sort of, but we learned we can't see county level data if the cases are below three.

Sent: Thursday, February 16, 2023 7:19 AM

CAUTION - EXTERNAL EMAIL - Please use caution opening attachments and never share your password.

Hello Aaron,

Did you get the information you were looking for?

Regards,

Sent: Wednesday, February 15, 2023 8:38 PM

Subject: RE: Wonder causes of death search - deaths due to complications of medical and
surgical care

Hello,

Thank vou for vour question. Media representatives and journalists are encourage to contact

assistance with interpreting the statistics, or assistance with contacting subject matter experts at

To run a query for specific causes of death for deaths of US residents in years 2019 through the
most recently available data by county, please see

To:

Adelson, Aaron
Thu, 16 Feb 2023 15:56:35 +0000
Kelly, Bert (CDC/OD/OADC)
RE: CDC media request-136170 Causes of death -Wonder search

From: Kelly, Bert (CDC/OD/OADC) <msy5@cdc.gov>

To: Adelson, Aaron caaron.adelson@9news.com>
Subiect: CDC media request-136170 Causes of death -Wonder search

Send suspicious email to infosec@tegna.com.

Bert Kellv
CDC Media Office

Inquirv Description:

From: CDC Wonder Customer Support Sewust@ede.gov

To: Adelson, Aaron Saaron .adelson(@/9news.com>
Ce: Media (CDC) <sohco@edc.gov>

CDC's Media Relations office at sit ede.gov media or by email at mediaia ede.gos , for

CDC.

Provisional Mortality Statistics, 2018 through ith Request (ede.gov).



Note that causesof death related to external causes of injury or sudden death, including the
deaths classified with ICD-10 codes Y40 - Y84, are not available for the 24 weeks prior to the
ast dateofdeath's occurrence in the current data set, in order to allow for up to 6 months for
review and revisions. These deaths are included, yet the specific causes ofdeath classified with
ICD-10 codes VOI-YS9, R95 or R96 are not identified, instead these causes are temporarily
recoded 10 999 with the label “Data not shown due to 6 month lag: to account for delays in death
certificate completion for certain causesofdeath.” In the January provisional mortality update:
for deaths occurring through December 17 asof January 2, 2023, the recodesfor causes related
10 external injuries and sudden death affect deaths occurring in the 24 weeks from the week
ending July 9, 2022 through the week ending December 17, 2022.

Please click the links below to run the following saved example queries for your topic of
interest. To launch a saved vital statistics query, click twice:

1)click the link to arrive at the About page and read the Data Use Restrictions;

2) then click the “I Agree” button below the Data Use Restrictions to launch the query.

Deaths of US Residents since 2019 with Underlying Cause due to Complications of Medical
and Surgical Care (Y40-Y84,Y88)

2. By urbanization categories for county of residence:

hups: wonder ede gov contrller saved D176 DI2SI931

Note the different in death rates for urban and rural residents

1. By county of residence:

hp wonder ede zou controller saved D176 DISIOS0

Note that mortality statistics are suppressed for many counties, due 10 less then 10 deaths.

1. By underlying cause of death:

hp wonder ede soy contruller sa ed D176 DISE047

Note that causes of death related to external causes of injury or sudden death, including the
deaths classified with ICD-10 codes \40 - 184, are not available for the 24 weeks prior to the
last date of death's occurrence in the current data set, in order to allow for up to 6 months for
review and revisions. These deaths are included, yet the specific causes of death classified with

recoded to 999 with the label "Data not shown due to 6 month lag to account for delays in death
certificate completion for certain causes of death." In the January provisional mortality update
for deaths occurring through December 17 as of January 2, 2023, the recodes for causes related
to external injuries and sudden death affect deaths occurring in the 24 weeks from the week

ending July 9, 2022 through the week ending December 17, 2022.

Please click the links below to run the following saved example queries for your topic of
interest. To launch a saved vital statistics query, click twice:

1) click the link to arrive at the About page and read the Data Use Restrictions;

2) then click the "I Agree button below the Data Use Restrictions to launch the query.

Deaths of US Residents since 2019 with Underlying Cause due to Complications of Medical

1. By urbanization categories for county of residence:

Note the different in death rates for urban and rural residents.

1. By county of residence:

Note that mortality statistics are suppressed for many counties, due to less then 10 deaths.

1. By underlying cause of death:

ICD-10 codes VOI-Y89, R95 or R96 are not identified, instead these causes are temporarily

and Surgical Care (Y40-Y84,Y88)

hues://wonder.ede.co controller/saved D176/03258051

hps:wonder.cdc.gos controller saved D176 D3357950

hues:/wonder.ede.coscontroller/based D176/D3351:947



Listed by default in ICD-10 order. Click the down arrow in the Deaths column header 10 order
the data with highest numberof deaths at the top.

1. By race:

hp wonder.cde ov controller saved D176 DISIOS3

1. By Hispanic origin:

hups: wonder cde gon controller sin ed D176 DI2SEOSE

1. By gender:

hips: wonder ede gov contruller ned D176 DISI03S

Quick hints for using CDC WONDER:

1. To compare data by county, pick one of the options for “County” in the “Group resultsby” lst in
section 1.0n the Request Form tab. Thereare 2 possible offerings for provisional mortality
statistics, the county of the decedent's residence and the county of the death's occurrence. To
limit the query to deaths in selected counties, see section 2 on the Request Form tab.

2. To mit the time period for when the death occurred, see section & on the Request Form tab.
3. To imit the single principle cause of death, also known asthe “underlying” cause of death, see
sectionon the Request Form tab. The ICD-10 codes Y40-Y84classifydeaths due to
complications of medical and surgical care. The range of codes for Yd0- 84 are available in
1CD-10 Codes list. This category is also available in the list for “113 Selected Causes of Death”
with an additional ICO-10 code included: Y38.  Y88 classifies deaths related to sequalae
of medical care complications, including adverse effects and medical misadventures. Select the
1CD-10 Codes list or the 113Selected Causes lists using the round buttons at the top of section
6

Notes:

Deaths related to external causes of injury or sudden death: The provisional number of deaths
and related statistics for external causes of injury (ICD-10 codesVO1-Y89, RS5 or R96) are not
shown for the mast recent 24 weeks prior to the final data in the provisionaldata,due toa6-

Listed by default in ICD-10 order. Click the down arrow in the Deaths column header to order
the data with highest number of deaths at the top.

1. By race:

1. By gender:

Quick hints for using CDC WONDER:

1. To compare data by county, pick one of the options for "County" in the "Group results by" list in
section 1 on the Request Form tab. There are 2 possible offerings for provisional mortality
statistics, the county of the decedent's residence and the county of the death's occurrence. To
limit the query to deaths in selected counties, see section 2 on the Request Form tab.

2. To limit the time period for when the death occurred, see section 4 on the Request Form tab.
3. To limit the single principle cause of death, also known as the "underlying cause of death, see

complications of medical and surgical care. The range of codes for Y40 - 84 are available in
ICD-10 Codes list. This category is also available in the list for "113 Selected Causes of Death"

of medical care complications, including adverse effects and medical misadventures. Select the
ICD-10 Codes list or the 113 Selected Causes lists using the round buttons at the top of section
6.

Notes:

• Deaths related to external causes of infurv or sudden death: The provisional number of deaths

shown for the most recent 24 weeks prior to the final data in the provisional data, due to a 6-

ps:/wonder.cdc.gov controller sat el D176/03251953

1. By Hispanic origin:

hips: ironder.ede.got controller saved D176 13251954

hus://wonder.ede.cos controllersavedD176/03251955

section on the Request Form tab. The ICD-10 codes Y40-84 classify deaths due to

with an additional ICD-10 code included: Y88. Y88 classifies deaths related to sequalae

and related statistics for external causes of injury (ICD-10 codes V01-89, R95 or R96) are not



month lag to account for delays in death certificate completion, These deaths are included in the
“all causes" statistics and the causeof death is temporarily categorizedas *999"during the 24
week time period.

+ We expect to share the February provisional mortality soon, with deaths through January 21,
2023 as of February 5, 2023.

« Pleaseuse the "Suggested citation” displayed below the query results, which includethe date of
access and the web address.

Respectfully,

CDC WONDER Technical Support

From: Adelson, Aaron <aaron.adelson(@9news com>
Sent: Tuesday, February 14, 2023 12:18 PM
To: CDC Wonder Customer Support <cwus(@cde.gov>
Subject: Wonder causesofdeath search

Is there a way to search for deaths with the codes Y40-Y84 for 2019-most recently available by
county?

Aaron Adelson

Investigative Producer

Cell: (303) 253-1048.

month lag to account for delays in death certificate completion. These deaths are included in the
"all causes" statistics and the cause of death is temporarily categorized as "999" during the 24

week time period.

• We expect to share the February provisional mortality soon, with deaths through January 21,
2023 as of February 5, 2023.

• Please use the "Suggested citation" displayed below the query results, which include the date of
access and the web address.

Respectfully,

CDC WONDER Technical Support

Sent: Tuesday, February 14, 2023 12:18 PM

Subject: Wonder causes of death search

Is there a way to search for deaths with the codes Y40-Y84 for 2019-most recently available by
county?

Investigative Producer

From: Adelson, Aaron Caaron.adelson@9news.com

To: CDC Wonder Customer Support <wus@edo.gov>

Aaron Adelson

Cell: (303) 253-1048



from Johnson, Cardine (COC/DDID/NCIRD/OD) (CTR)
Sent: Thy, 16 Feb 2023 07:40:00 0500
To: Kelly, Bert CDC/OD/OADC)
Subject: Issue (M/5-136170) Causesof death -Wonder search-NEW
Attachments: image 2023.02 16.07-27-24-108 png

Inquiry MIS-136170 has been created and assigned lo Kelly, Bort (CDC/ODIOADC)

Mobile Link | Details

Reporter: Aaron Adelson

Organization: [News]

Cell: (303) 253-1048

Email Address: aaron.adelson@9news.com

Subject: Causes of death -Wonder search

Deadline: 2023-02-23 18:00:00.0

Inquiry Description:

From: CDC Wonder Customer Support <cwus@cdc.gov>
Sent: Wednesday, February 15, 2023 8:38 PM
To: Adelson, Aaron <aaron.adelson@9news.com>
Ce: Media (CDC) <sohco@cdc.gov>
Subject: RE: Wonder causes of death search - deaths due to complications of medical
and surgical care

Hello,

Thank you for your question. Media representatives and journalists are encourage lo
contact CDC's Media Relations office. at www.cdc. govimedia or by email
at media@cdc gov , for assistance with interpreting the statistics, or assistance with
contacting subject matter experts at COC.

To run a query for specific causes of death for deaths of US residents in years
2019 through the most recently available dala by county, please see

From:
Sent:

Subject:
Attachments:

Mobile Link / Details

Subject: Causes of death - Wonder search

Deadline: 2023-02-23 18:00:00.0

Inquiry Description:

Sent: Wednesday, February 15, 2023 8:38 PM

Subject: RE: Wonder causes of death search - deaths due to complications of medical
and surgical care

Hello,

Thank you for your question. Media representatives and journalists are encourage to

contacting subject matter experts at CDC.

2019 through the most recently available data by county, please see

To:

Johnson, Cardine (CDC/DDID/NCIRD/OD} (CTR)
Thu, 16 Feb 2023 07:40:00 -0500

Kelly, Bert (CDC/OD/OADC)
Issue (MIS-136170) Causes of death -Wonder search - NEW
image-2023-02-16-07-27-24-108png

Inquiry MIS-136170 has been created and assigned to Kelly, Bert (CDC/OD/OADC).

Reporter: Aaron Adelson

Organization: [9News]

Cell: (303) 253-1048

Email Address: aaron.adelson@9news.com

From: CDC Wonder Customer Support <wus@cdc.gov>

To: Adelson, Aaron aaron.adelson@9news.com>
Cc: Media (CDC) <sohco@cdc.gov>

contact CDC's Media Relations office at www.cdc.gov/media or by email
at media@cdc.gov , for assistance with interpreting the statistics, or assistance with

To run a querv for specific causes of death for deaths of US residents in ears



Provisional Mortality Statistics, 2018 through Last Month Request (cdc.gov).

Note that causes of death related to external causes of injury or sudden death, including
the deaths classified with ICD-10 codes Y40 - Y84 , are nol available for the 24
weeks prior 10 the last dale of Gealh's occurrence in the current data set, in order lo
allow for up to 6 months for review and revisions. These deaths are included, yet the
specific causes of death classified with ICD-10 codes V01-Y89, R95 or R96 are not
identified, instead these causes are temporarily recoded to 999 with the label “Data not
shown due to 6 month lag to account for elays in death certificate completion for
certain causes of death.” In the January provisional mortality update for ceaths
occuring through December 17 as of January 2. 2023, the recodes for causes related
10 external injuries and sudden death affect deaths occurring in the 24 weeks from the
week ending July 9, 2022 through the week ending December 17, 2022.

Please click the links below to run the following saved example queries for your topic of
interest. To launch a saved vital statistics query. click twice:
1) click the link to arrive at the About page and read the Data Use Restrictions;
2) then click the “I Agree” button below the Data Use Resirictions to launch the query.

Deaths of US Residents since 2019 with Underlying Cause due to Complications
of Medical and Surgical Care (Y40-Y84,Y88)

1. By urbanization categories for county of residence:

hitps:/iwonder cdc govicontroller/saved/D176/D325F951
Note the ifferentin death rates for urban and rural residents.

1. By county of residence:

hips: /iwonder cdc govicontroller/saved/D1 76/D325F950
Note that mortality statistics are suppressed for many counties, due to less then 10
deaths.

1. By underlying cause of death:

hitps:/iwonder cdc govicontroller/saved/D176/D325F947

Note that causes of death related to external causes of injury or sudden death, including

weeks prior to the last date of death's occurrence in the current data set, in order to
allow for up to 6 months for review and revisions. These deaths are included, yet the

identified, instead these causes are temporarily recoded to 999 with the label "Data not
shown due to 6 month lag to account for delavs in death certificate completion for
certain causes of death." In the January provisional mortality update for deaths
occurring through December 17 as of January 2, 2023, the recodes for causes related
to external inuries and sudden death affect deaths occurring in the 24 weeks from the

week ending July 9, 2022 through the week ending December 17, 2022.

Please click the links below to run the following saved example queries for your topic of
interest. To launch a saved vital statistics query, click twice:
1) click the link to arrive at the About page and read the Data Use Restrictions;
2) then click the "I Agree button below the Data Use Restrictions to launch the query.

Deaths of US Residents since 2019 with Underlying Cause due to Complications

1. By urbanization categories for county of residence:

Note the different in death rates for urban and rural residents.

1. By county of residence:

Note that mortality statistics are suppressed for many counties, due to less then 10
deaths.

1. By underlying cause of death:

Provisional Mortality Statistics, 2018 through Last Month Request (cdc.gov).

the deaths classified with ICD-10 codes Y40 - Y84, are not available for the 24

specific causes of death classified with ICD-10 codes V01-Y89, R95 or R96 are not

of Medical and Surgical Care (Y40-84, Y88)

https://wonder.cdc.gov/controller/saved/D176/D325F951

https://wonder.cdc.gov/controller/saved/D176/D325F950

https://wonder.cdc.gov/controller/saved/D176/D325F947



Listed by default in ICD-10 order. Click the down arrow in the Deaths column header to
order the data with highest number of deaths at the top.

1. By race:

hitps:/wonder. cdc. govicontroller/saved/D176/D325F953

1. By Hispanic origin:

https: wonder cdc. govicontroller/saved/D176/D325F954

1. By gender:

hitps:/wonder. cdc. govicontroller/saved/D176/D325F955

Quick hints for using COC WONDER

1. To compare data by county. pick one of the options for “County” in the “Group
results by” list in section 1 on the Request Form lab. There are 2 possible
offerings for provisional mortality statistics, the county of the decedent's
residence and the county of the death's occurrence. To limit the query to deaths
in selected counties, see section 2 on the Request Form tab.

2. To limit the time period for when the death occurred, see section 4 on the
Request Form tab.

3. To limit the single principle cause of death, also known as the “underlying’ cause
of death, see section on the Request Form tab. The ICD-10 codes Y40-Y84
classify deaths due to complications of medical and surgical care. The range of
codes for Y40- Y84 are available in ICD-10 Codes list. This category is also
available in the lst for “113 Selected Causes of Death” with an additional ICD-10
code included: YBB. Y88 classifies deaths related to sequalae of medical care
complications, including adverse effects and medical misadventures. Select the
ICD-10 Codes list or the 113 Selected Causes lists using the round butions at the
top of section 6.

Notes:

« Deaths related to external causes of injury or sudden death: The provisional
number of deaths and related statistics for external causes of injury (ICD-10

Listed by default in ICD-10 order. Click the down arrow in the Deaths column header to
order the data with highest number of deaths at the top.

1. By race:

Quick hints for using CDC WONDER:

1. To compare data by county, pick one of the options for "County" in the "Group
results by list in section 1 on the Request Form tab. There are 2 possible
offerings for provisional mortality statistics, the county of the decedent's
residence and the county of the death's occurrence. To limit the querv to deaths
in selected counties, see section 2 on the Request Form tab.

2. To limit the time period for when the death occurred, see section 4 on the
Request Form tab.

3. To limit the single principle cause of death, also known as the "underlying' cause

classify deaths due to complications of medical and surgical care. The range of

available in the list for "113 Selected Causes of Death" with an additional ICD-10

complications, including adverse effects and medical misadventures. Select the
ICD-10 Codes list or the 113 Selected Causes lists using the round buttons at the
top of section 6.

Notes:

• Deaths related to external causes of injury or sudden death: The provisional
number of deaths and related statistics for external causes of injury (ICD-10

https://wonder.cdc.gov/controller/saved/D176/D325F953

1. By Hispanic origin:

https://wonder.cdc.gov/controller/saved/D176/D325F954

1. By gender:

https://wonder.cdc.gov/controller/saved/D176/D325F955

of death, see section on the Request Form tab. The ICD-10 codes Y40-Y84

codes for Y40 - Y84 are available in ICD-10 Codes list. This categorv is also

code included: Y88. Y88 classifies deaths related to sequalae of medical care



codes V01-Y89, RIS or RI) are not shown for the most recent 24 weeks prior (0
the final data in the provisional data, due to a 6-month lag to account for delays
in ceath certificate completion. These deaths are included in the "all causes”
statistics and the cause of death is temporarily categorized as "999" during the
24 week time period.

« We expect lo share the February provisional mortality soon, with deaths through
January 21, 2023 as of February 5, 2023

« Please use the “Suggested cilation” displayed below the query results, which
include the date of access and the web address.

Respectfully,
CDC WONDER Technical Support

From: Adelson, Aaron <aaron.adelson@9news.com>
Sent: Tuesday, February 14, 2023 12:18 PM
To: CDC Wonder Customer Support <cwus@cdc.gov>
Subject: Wonder causes of death search

Is there a way to search for deaths with the codes Y40-Y84 for 2019-most recently
available by county?

Aaron Adelson
Investigative Producer
Cell: (303) 263-1048

=1

the final data in the provisional data, due to a 6-month lag to account for delays
in death certificate completion. These deaths are included in the "all causes"
statistics and the cause of death is temporarily categorized as "999" during the
24 week time period.

• We expect to share the February provisional mortality soon, with deaths through
January 21, 2023 as of February 5, 2023.

• Please use the "Suggested citation" displayed below the query results, which
include the date of access and the web address.

Respectfully,
CDC WONDER Technical Support

Sent: Tuesday, February 14, 2023 12:18 PM

Subject: Wonder causes of death search

Is there a way to search for deaths with the codes Y40-84 for 2019-most recently

Investigative Producer

codes V01-Y89, R95 or R96) are not shown for the most recent 24 weeks prior to

From: Adelson, Aaron aaron.adelson@9news.com>

To: CDC Wonder Customer Support <wus@cdc.gov>

available by countv?

Aaron Adelson

Cell: (303) 253-1048
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From: Tsai, Brian (COC/DDPHSS/NCHS/OD)
Sent: Tue, 28 Feb 2023 20:52:19 40000
To: Kelly, Bert (CDC/OD/OADC)
Subject: RE: ICD codes
Attachments: Statement_ICD10CM.docx

Higert,

Our SME gave a very long answer sol tried to edit it as much as possible. It looks ike[ (5)
©) Let me knowif these statement works to answer. | also

attached a word document with a comment.

Brian Tsai

From:
Sent:

Subject:
Attachments:

Our SME gave a very long answer so I tried to edit it as much as possible. It looks like
Let me know if these statement works to answer. I also

attached a word document with a comment.

To:

Tsai, Brian (CDC/DDPHSS/NCHS/OD)
Tue, 28 Feb 2023 20:52:19 +0000
Kelly, Bert (CDC/OD/OADC)
RE: ICD codes
Statement_ICD10CM.doc

Hi Bert,

(b)6)
(b)(5)

(b)(5)

Brian Tsai



public Affairs Specialist
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
National Center for Health Statistics
3311 Toledo Road
Hyattsville, MD 20782
(301) 458-1800
@NcHstats

From: Kelly, Bert (CDC/OD/OADC) <msy5@cdc gov
Sent: Tuesday, February 28, 2023 155 PM
To: Tsai, Brian (COC/DDPHSS/NCHS/OD) <xbg7@cdc.gov>
Subject: RE: ICD codes

(Brian, for your review)

From:O'Neil, Tyler <Tyler ONell@heritage org>
Sent: Monday, February 27, 2023 £:42:25 PM
To: Spinelli, Nicholas (CDC/OD/OADC) <ig5@cde.gov>
Subject; Re: ICD codes

Thanks, Nick!

Can you help me understand this, then? This statement to Reuters appears to contradict what you sent
— CDC can analyze the codes, is not tracking individuals, and some non HIPAA covered agencies have
access to the codes. Would you clarify?

Bert Kelly, a COC spokesperson, told Reuters that the agency can analyze ICD 10 code data on
vaccination status, but the COC and the National Center for Health Statistics (NCHS) “are not tracking
individuals,” a the data is “analyzed without anypersonal identifiers.”

Public Affairs Specialist
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
National Center for Health Statistics

Sent: Tuesday, February 28, 2023 1:55 PM

(Brian, for your review)

Sent: Monday, February 27, 2023 4:42:25 PM

Thanks, Nick!

Can you help me understand this, then? This statement to Reuters appears to contradict what you sent
- CDC can analyze the codes, is not tracking individuals, and some non-HIPAA covered agencies have

vaccination status, but the CDC and the National Center for Health Statistics (NCHS) "are not tracking
individuals," as the data is "analyzed without any personal identifiers.

3311 Toledo Road
Hyattsville, MD 20782
(301) 458-4800
@NCHStats

From: Kelly, Bert (CDC/OD/OADC) <msy5@cdc.gov>

To: Tsai, Brian (CDC/DDPHSS/NCHS/OD) <xbg7@cdc.gov>
Subject: RE: ICD codes

(b)(5)

From: O'Neil, Tyler Tyler.ONeil@heritage.org>

To: Spinelli, Nicholas (CDC/OD/OADC) <tg95@cdc.gov>
Subiect: Re: ICD codes

access to the codes. Would vou clarify?

Bert Kelly, a CDC spokesperson, told Reuters that the agency can analyze ICD 10 code data on



Some non-HIPAA covered agencies do have access to the ICD-10 codes, Burnett added, "but they are not
associated with specific patient identifiers,” meaning they “won't know what patient has which ICD-10
code.”

tps:fw reuters.com/rtice/factcheck icc-track unvaccinated iUSLINIS11PG

Tyler ON

Tron nesses
Sovioniass
heritage org,

From: Spinelli, Nicholas (CDC/OD/OADC) <igas@cdc.gov>
Date: Monday, February 27, 2023 at 3:05 PM
Tot Tyler O'Neil (Daily Signa) <tyler.oneil@dailysignal.com>
Subject: ICD codes

Good afternoon,

Thanks fo reaching out to COC. The ICD codes were implemented in Apri 2022, however the CDC/NCHS
oes not have any data on the codes and will not be tracking ths information. Thecodes are developed
and managed by the World Health Organization to enable healthcare providers to track within their
practices. Also, for some specialties thecodes are used to track organdonors' ability to donate.

Nick Spinelli
CDC News Media Branch

associated with specific patient identifiers," meaning they "won't know what patient has which ICD-10
code.

202-608-6046

Date: Monday, February 27, 2023 at 3:05 PM

Good afternoon,

does not have any data on the codes and will not be tracking this information. The codes are developed
and managed by the World Health Organization to enable healthcare providers to track within their
practices. Also, for some specialties the codes are used to track organ donors' ability to donate.

Some non-HIPAA covered agencies do have access to the ICD-10 codes, Burnett added, "but they are not

https://www.reuters.com/article/factcheck-icd-track-unvaccinated-idUSL1N3511PG

Tyler ONeil

Monoging Editor, she Doily Signal
The Heritage Foundatios
214 Massachusetts Avenue, NE
Wastington. DO 20002

heritage.org

From: Spinelli, Nicholas (CDC/OD/OADC) <tg95@cdc.gov>

To: Tyler O'Neil (Daily Signal) <tyler.oneil@dailysignal.com>
Subject: ICD codes

Thanks for reaching out to CDC. The ICD codes were implemented in April 2022, however the CDC/NCHS

Nick Spinelli
CDC News Media Branch
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From: Spinel, Nicholas (COC/0D/OADC)
Sent: Tue, 14 Feb 2023 18:04:16 10000
To: Nordlund, Kristen (CDC/OD/OADC); Kelly, Bert (CDC/OD/OADC)
Subject: Fi: Issue (MIS-136139) COVID-19 Vaccine Classification System-NEW.

Afternoon,

What was decided with the ICD codes?

Nick Spinelli
CDC News Media Branch
From: NMB Media Inquiry System (COC) <misjira@cdc.gov>
Sent: Tuesday, February 14, 2023 12:48 PM
To: Spinelli, Nicholas (CDC/0D/OADC) <tgqS@cdc.gov
Subject: Issue (MIS-136139) COVID-19 Vaccine Classification System - NEW

Inquiry MIS-136139 has been created and assigned to Spinelli, Nicholas (CDC/OD/OADC) .

Mobile Link | Details

Reporter: Tyler O'Neil

Organization: [TheDailySignal]

Phone: (303)956-8499

Cell: (303) 956-8499

Email Address:tyleroneil @dailysignal com

Subject: COVID-19 Vaccine Classification System

Deadline: 2023-02-14 13:00:00.0

Inquiry Description:
Media Request: COVID-19 vaccine classification system
This message was sent with High importance.
Tyler O'Neil (Daily Signal) <tyler.oneil(@ dailysignal com>
Media (CDC)
This isTyler O'Neil, managing editor at The Daily Signal. I'm writinga story about the CDC's
new ICD codes for codifying the reasons why Americans refuse to take the COVID-19 vaccine
and would like to see if the CDC would respond to questions and criticism about this.

From:
Sent:

Subject:

Afternoon,

What was decided with the ICD codes?

Sent: Tuesday, February 14, 2023 12:48 PM

Mobile Link / Details

Reporter: Tyler O'Neil

Deadline: 2023-02-14 13:00:00.0

Inquiry Description:
Media Request: COVID-19 vaccine classification system
This message was sent with High importance.

This is Tyler O'Neil, managing editor at The Daily Signal. I'm writing a story about the CDC's

and would like to see if the CDC would respond to questions and criticism about this.

To:

Spinelli, Nicholas (CDC/OD/OADC)
Tue, 14 Feb 2023 18:04:16 +0000
Nordlund, Kristen (CDC/OD/OADC); Kelly, Bert (CDC/OD/OADC)
Fwd: Issue (MIS-136139] COVID-19 Vaccine Classification System - NEW

Nick Spinelli
CDC News Media Branch
From: NMB Media Inquiry System (CDC) <misjira@cdc.gov>

To: Spinelli, Nicholas (CDC/OD/OADC) <tg95@cdc.gov>
Subject: Issue (MIS-136139) COVID-19 Vaccine Classification System - NEW

Inquiry MIS-136139 has been created and assigned to Spinelli, Nicholas (CDC/OD/OADC).

Organization: [TheDaily Signal]

Phone: (303)956-8499

Cell: (303) 956-8499

Email Address: tyler.oneil@dailysignal.com

Subiect: COVID-19 Vaccine Classification System

Tyler O'Neil (Daily Signal) styler.oneila;dailysignal.com>

Media (CDC)

new ICD codes for codifying the reasons why Americans refuse to take the COVID-19 vaccine



Since the WHO owns the ICD but the CDC has the ability to develop its own codes to some
degree, to what degree did the CDC develop the new ICD codes for COVID-19 vaccine refusal”?
Hor does the CDC plan to use these codes? How does the CDC plan to protect Americans’
private health information contained in the ICD system? Will the CDC confirm that it has not
and will not create a databaseofAmericans based on COVID-19 vaccination status? Would the
CDC confirm that private companies do not have access to Americans’ COVID-19 vaccination
status through the ICD system?
Tam working on an immediate deadline and would appreciate a prompt response. Any response
will be included in the article, even if it comes after publication.
Best,
Tyler O'Neil
(303)956-8499
Tyler ONeil
Managing Editor, The Daily Signal
The Heritage Foundation
214 Massachusetts Avenue, NE
Washington, DC 20002

heritage org

Since the WHO owns the ICD but the CDC has the ability to develop its own codes to some

How does the CDC plan to use these codes? How does the CDC plan to protect Americans'
private health information contained in the ICD system? Will the CDC confirm that it has not
and will not create a database of Americans based on COVID-19 vaccination status? Would the
CDC confirm that private companies do not have access to Americans' COVID-19 vaccination

I am working on an immediate deadline and would appreciate a prompt response. Any response
will be included in the article, even if it comes after publication.

Best,

Managing Editor, The Daily Signal
The Heritage Foundation
214 Massachusetts Avenue, NE
Washington, DC 20002

degree, to what degree did the CDC develop the new ICD codes for COVID-19 vaccine refusal?

status through the ICD system?

Tyler O'Neil
(303)956-8499

Tyler O'Neil

heritage.org



From: Spinel, Nicholas (COC/OD/OADC)
Sent: Mon, 27 Feb 2023 21:56:28 +0000
To: Kelly, Bert (CDC/0D/0ADC)
Subject: Re: CD codes

Nick Spinelli
CDC News Media Branch
From:Spinell, Nicholas (COC/OD/OADC) <tgqs@cdc.gov>
Sent: Monday, February 27, 2023 4:54:09 PM
To: Kelly, Bert (CDC/OD/OADC)<msys@cde.gov>
Subject: Re: ICD codes

Thanks! fyi, he seems to have a bitofan attitude.
Nick Spinelli
CDC News Media Branch
From:Spinell, Nicholas (CDC/OD/OADC) <tgas @cde. gov>
Sent: Monday, February 27, 2023 4:45:11 PM
To: Kelly, Bert (CDC/OD/OADC) <msys@cde.gov>
Subject; Fwd: ICD codes

Hi Bert,
Since he’s quoting you now, I figured you might want to take a whack at it
Nick Spinelli
CDC News Media Branch
From: O'Neil, Tyler <Tyler. ONeil@heritage. org>
Sent: Monday, February 27, 2023 4:42:25 PM
To: Spinelli, Nicholas (COC/OD/OADC) <tga5@cdc gov
Subject: Re: ICD codes

Thanks, Nick!

Can you help me understand this, then? This statement to Reuters appears to contradictwhat you sent
— CDC can analyze the codes, is not racking individuals, and some non-HIPAA covered agencies have
access to the codes. Would you darify?

Bert Kell, a COC spokesperson, told Reuters that the agency can analyze ICD 10 code data on
Vaccination status, but the CDC and the National Center for Health Statistics (NCHS) “are not tracking
individuals,”3s the data is “analyzed without anypersonalidentifiers.”
Some non-HIPAA covered agencies do have access to the ICD-10 codes, Burnett added, “bu they are not
associated with specific patent identifier,” meaning they “wort know what patient has which ICD-10
code.”

hitps://arww reuters com/articlefactcheck icd-track unvaccinated idUSLIN3S 11PG

From:
Sent:

Subject:

Sent: Monday, February 27, 2023 4:54:09 PM

Thanks! fyi, he seems to have a bit of an attitude.

Sent: Monday, February 27, 2023 4:45:11 PM

Since he's quoting you now, I figured you might want to take a whack at it.

Sent: Monday, February 27, 2023 4:42:25 PM

Thanks, Nick!

Can you help me understand this, then? This statement to Reuters appears to contradict what you sent

access to the codes. Would you clarify?

vaccination status, but the CDC and the National Center for Health Statistics (NCHS) "are not tracking
individuals," as the data is "analyzed without any personal identifiers."

associated with specific patient identifiers," meaning they "won't know what patient has which ICD-10
code."

To:

Spinelli, Nicholas (CDC/OD/OADC)
Mon, 27 Feb 2023 21:56:28 +0000
Kelly, Bert (CDC/OD/OADC)
Re: ICD codes

Nick Spinelli
CDC News Media Branch
From: Spinelli, Nicholas (CDC/OD/OADC) <gq5@cdc.gov>

To: Kelly, Bert (CDC/OD/OADC) <msy5@cdc.gov>
Sublect: Re: ICD codes

Nick Spinelli
CDC News Media Branch
From: Spinelli, Nicholas (CDC/OD/OADC) <gq5@cdc.gov>

To: Kelly, Bert (CDC/OD/OADC) <msy5@cdc.gov>
Subiect: Fwd: ICD codes

Hi Bert,

Nick Spinelli
CDC News Media Branch
From: O'Neil, Tyler <Tyler.ONeil@heritage.org>

To: Spinelli, Nicholas (CDC/OD/OADC) <tg95@cdc.gov>
Subject: Re: ICD codes

- CDC can analyze the codes, is not tracking individuals, and some non-HIPAA covered agencies have

Bert Kelly, a CDC spokesperson, told Reuters that the agency can analyze ICD 10 code data on

Some non-HIPAA covered agencies do have access to the ICD-10 codes, Burnett added, "but they are not

https://www.reuters.com/article/factcheck-icd-track-unvaccinated-idUSL1N3511PG
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From: Spinelli, Nicholas (CDC/OD/OADC) <tgqs@cdc.gov>
Date: Monday, February 27, 2023 at 3:05 PM
To: Tyler O'Neil (Daily Signal) <tyler.oneil@dailysignal.com>
Subject: ICD codes

Good afternoon,

Thanks for reaching out to COC. The ICD codes were implemented in April 2022, however the CDC/NCHS
does not have any dzta on the codes and will ot be tracking this information. Thecodes are developed
and managed by the World Health Organization to enable healthcare providers to track within their
practices. Also, for some specialties the codesare used to track organdonors’ability to donate.

Nick Spinelli
CDC News Media Branch

r

202-508-6046

Date: Monday, February 27, 2023 at 3:05 PM

Good afternoon,

does not have any data on the codes and will not be tracking this information. The codes are developed
and managed by the World Health Organization to enable healthcare providers to track within their
practices. Also, for some specialties the codes are used to track organ donors' ability to donate.

Tvle ONei

Monoging Editor, The Doily Signai
The Heritage Foundation
214 Massachusetts Avenue, NE
Wastington. DC 20002

heritage.org

From: Spinelli, Nicholas (CDC/OD/OADC) <ta5@cdc.gov>

To: Tyler O'Neil (Daily Signal) <tyler.oneil@dailysignal.com>
Subiect: ICD codes

Thanks for reaching out to CDC. The ICD codes were implemented in April 2022, however the CDC/NCHS

Nick Soinelli
CDC News Media Branch



From: PAO Query (COC)
sent: Tho, 16 Feb 2023 20:11:51 40000

To: Kell, Bert (CDC/OD/OADC)
Subject: RE: Reuters inquiry on ICD-10 Codes

Ok. Thanks. 1 closethisoneout.

Brian

From: Kelly, Bert (CDC/OD/OADC) <msy5@cdc.gov>
Sent: Thursday, February 16, 2023 3:10 PM
To: PAO Query (CDC) <paoquery@cde.gov>
Sublect: RE: Reuters inquiry on ICD-10 Codes

Yes, we did.

The

From: PAO Query (CDC) <paoauery@cdc gov>
Sent: Thursday, February 16, 2023 12:04 PM
To: Kelly, Bert (CDC/0D/OADC) <msy5@cic.gov>
Subject: RE: Reuters inquiry on ICD-10 Codes

Forgot to ask. Did Kristen send out the response to this one?

srian

From: Kelly, Bert (CDC/OD/OADC) <msys@cdc.gov>
sent: Friday, February 10,2023 343 PM
To: PAO Query (CDC) <paosuery@ede ov
Subject: RE: Reuters inquiry on ICD-10 Codes

Kristen had the response but has not returned it to me yet. | just left her a message.

From: PAO Query (CDC) <paoquery@cdc gov>
Sent: Friday, February 10, 2023 205 PM
To: Kelly, Bert (CDC/0D/0ADC) <msy5@ctic.gov>
Subject: RE: Reuters inquiry on ICO-10 Codes

Any updates on these requests?

Brian

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Ok. Thanks. I'll close this one out.

Brian

Sent: Thursday, February 16, 2023 3:10 PM

Yes, we did.

Sent: Thursday, February 16, 2023 12:04 PM

Forgot to ask. Did Kristen send out the response to this one?

Brian

Sent: Friday, February 10, 2023 3:43 PM

Kristen had the response but has not returned it to me yet. I just left her a message.

Sent: Friday, February 10, 2023 2:05 PM

Any updates on these requests?

Brian

PAO Querv (CDC)
Thu, 16 Feb 2023 20:11:51 +0000
Kelly, Bert (CDC/OD/OADC)
RE: Reuters inquiry on ICD-10 Codes

From: Kelly, Bert (CDC/OD/OADC) <msy5@cdc.gov>

To: PAO Query (CDC) <paoquery@edc.gov>
Subject: RE: Reuters inquiry on ICD-10 Codes

Thy

From: PAO Query (CDC) <paoquery@cdc.gov>

To: Kelly, Bert (CDC/OD/OADC) <msy5@cdc.gov
Subject: RE: Reuters inquiry on ICD-10 Codes

From: Kelly, Bert (CDC/OD/OADC) <msy5 @cdc.gov>

To: PAO Query (CDC) <paoquery@edc.gov»
Subject: RE: Reuters inquiry on ICD-10 Codes

From: PAO Query (CDC) <paoquery@cdc.gov>

To: Kelly, Bert (CDC/OD/OADC) <msy5@cdc.gov>
Subiect: RE: Reuters inquiry on ICD-10 Codes



From: Kelly, Bert (CDC/OD/OADC) <msy5@cdc.gov>
Sent: Monday, February 6, 2023 408 PM
To: PAO Query (CDC) <paoquery@cdc.gov>
Subject: RE: Reuters inquiry on ICD-10 Codes

Okay thank, will await anyfurther input before forwardingto CMS.
ok

From: PAO Query (CDC) <paoguery@cdc.gov>
Sant: Monday, February 6, 2023 3.56 PM
To: Kelly, Bert (CDC/OD/OADC) <msy5@cdc.gov>
Subject: RE: Reuters inquiry on ICD-10 Codes.

wiser,
Itlooks ike the reporter is mentioninga(C0-10-Ch1 Coordination end Mantenince Committee Meeting
from September 2021. The recordings of these meetingsare publicly avalabe
| contacted on of our SIE nth ICD Classification Offic an they mentioned tha th codes were
implementeainmpri202[ Bm Joteont
wooo]
The SMEisgoingoreachou o their grou oe

rion

From: Kelly, Bert (CDC/OD/OADC) <msyS@cdc.gov>
Sent: Monday, February6, 2023 2.59
To: PAO Query (CDC) <paoguery@cdc.gov>

Ce: Tai, Brian (CDC/DDPHSS/NCHS/OD) <xbg7@cde gov>
Subject: FW. Reutersinquiryor 1CD-10 Codes
arian,
Bit of a sensitive request on this one. Reporter from Reuters asking about ICD-10 codes relative to
racing COMI vacination status. Not sure f you can sss or f shou ef 0 others. Thoughts?
ok

rom: An, Rosemary (Reuters) <RosemaryAnEthomsonreuters com>
Sent Mondar. Febuary6, 2023 1032AM
To: Pauley, Scott (CDC/OD/OADC) <pva2@cde gov; Kelly, Bert (CDC/OD/OADC) <msys@cde gov>
Subject: Reuters inquiry on C010 Codes

Sent: Monday, February 6, 2023 4:08 PM

Okay thanks. I will await any further input before forwarding to CMS.

Sent: Monday, February 6, 2023 3:56 PM

It looks like the reporter is mentioning a ICD-10-CM Coordination and Maintenance Committee Meeting
from September 2021. The recordings of these meetings are publicly available.

I contacted one of our SME's in the ICD Classification Office and they mentioned that the codes were
implemented in April 2022.
know

The SME is going to reach out to their group?

Brian

Sent: Monday, February 6, 2023 2:59 PM

Brian,

Bit of a sensitive request on this one. Reporter from Reuters asking about ICD-10 codes relative to
tracking COVID vaccination status. Not sure if you can assist or if I should refer to others. Thoughts?

Sent: Monday, February 6, 2023 10:32 AM

From: Kelly, Bert (CDC/OD/OADC) <msy5@cdc.gov>

To: PAO Query (CDC) «paoquery@ede.gov>
Subject: RE: Reuters inquiry on ICD-10 Codes

bk

From: PAO Query (CDC) <paoquery@cdc.gov>

To: Kelly, Bert (CDC/OD/OADC) <msy5@cdc.gov>
Subject: RE: Reuters inquiry on ICD-10 Codes

Hi Bert,

so l don't
(b)(5)

(b)(5)

(b)(5)

From: Kelly, Bert (CDC/OD/OADC) <msv5@cdc.gov>

To: PAO Query (CDC) «paoquery@cdc.gov>
Cc: Tsai, Brian (CDC/DDPHSS/NCHS/OD) <xbg7@cdc.gov>
Subiect: FW: Reuters inquiry on ICD-10 Codes

bk

From: An, Rosemary (Reuters) <Rosemary.An@thomsonreuters.com

To: Pauley, Scott (CDC/OD/OADC) <pvq2 @cdc.gov»; Kelly, Bert (CDC/OD/OADC) <msy5@cdc.gov>
Subiect: Reuters inquirv on ICD-10 Codes



Hello,

hopethisemailfindsyouwelll | was hoping either of you can help us in providing information about
the ICD-10 codes for reporting vaccination status starting April 2022. | work on the Reuters Fact Check
team, which works on clarifying or debunking dubious or misleading information circulating on social
media.

We are investigating claim on social media that “The Federal Government Is TRACKING Unvaccinated
People Who Go To The Doctor and to the Hospital, Due to COC-Designed Surveillance Program” for a
potential story: hitps:/twitter.com/HowleyReporter/status/1620922064063574020 (screenshot
attached). The post on social media leads toan article by the National File:
hitps://nationalile.com/exclusive- the: federal government.is-tracking-unvaccinated-people-who-go-to
the-doctor-and-to-the-hospital-due-to-cde-designed-surveillance-
rogram/2fblid=IwAR220TEykrLeyamMwSAKDYEQc2wNHpuwO7uwPNmNurSZUK1kekFLOHaCBNhs,

For context, the article shares a recording of what appears to be a CDC meeting in 2021 and frames a
narrative that official organizations “quietly” implemented a surveillance program to track unvaccinated
people. We are hoping to receive clarification on the following:

1. Is our understanding correct that the ICD-10 codes, specifically the ones proposed in page 194of
CDC Topic Packet here: hitos://www.cdc gou/nchs/icdsept2021 topicpacket od, are for

diagnostic purposes to knowif a person i at risk for severe outcomes?Are you able 10 explain
the reasoning for the new codes inlay terms?

2. Under the proposal for the new ICD-10 codes link above), it says “there is interest in being able.
to track people who are not immunized or only partially immunized.” Are you able to explain
what it meansby the word “track”?

3. What do the new codes, 228.31, 228.310, 228.311 and 228.39 mean, andhoware they used in
lay tems?

4. Why does the CDC or CMS need these codes?
5. Is there any surveillance program that tracks vaccination status?
6. Would you be able to confirm when the proposal was made, where it was published and link to

any COC release making the announcement around April 2022?
7. Is there any additional information or comment you can provide that may be helpful for the

story?

For more information on the Reuters Fact Check team, please see hips //wiww reuters com/fact
check/about.

“Thank you in advance foryour time,

Rosemary An
Fact Checking Producer U.S.
rosemary an@tnomsonveuters com

Hello,

I hope this email finds you well! I was hoping either of you can help us in providing information about
the ICD-10 codes for reporting vaccination status starting April 2022. I work on the Reuters Fact Check
team, which works on clarifying or debunking dubious or misleading information circulating on social
media.

We are investigating a claim on social media that "The Federal Government Is TRACKING Unvaccinated
People Who Go To The Doctor and to the Hospital, Due to CDC-Designed Surveillance Program" for a

attached). The post on social media leads to an article by the National File:

For context, the article shares a recording of what appears to be a CDC meeting in 2021 and frames a
narrative that official organizations "quietly" implemented a surveillance program to track unvaccinated
people. We are hoping to receive clarification on the following:

1. Is our understanding correct that the ICD-10 codes, specifically the ones proposed in page 194 of

diagnostic purposes to know if a person is at risk for severe outcomes? Are vou able to explain
the reasoning for the new codes in lay terms?

2. Under the proposal for the new ICD-10 codes (link above), it says "there is interest in being able

what it means by the word "track"?
3. What do the new codes, 728.31, 728.310, 728.311 and Z28.39 mean, and how are they used in

lay terms?

5. Is there any surveillance program that tracks vaccination status?
6. Would you be able to confirm when the proposal was made, where it was published and link to

any CDC release making the announcement around April 2022?
7. Is there any additional information or comment vou can provide that may be helpful for the

story?

check/about.

Thank you in advance for your time,

Rosemary An
Fact-Checking Producer. U.S.

potential story: https://twitter.com/HowleyReporter/status/1620922064063574020 screenshot

https:///nationalfile.com/exclusive-the-federal-government-is-tracking-unvaccinated-people-who-go-to-
the-doctor-and-to-the-hospital-due-to-cdc-designed-surveillance-
program/?fbelid=|wAR220TEykrLeyamMwSAKDYgOc2wNHpwo7wPiNmNvr5ZUK1kckFL9HaCBNhs.

a CDC Topic Packet here: https://www.cdc.gov/nchs/icd/sept2021-topicpacket.odf, are for

to track people who are not immunized or only partially immunized." Are vou able to explain

4. Why does the CDC or CMS need these codes?

For more information on the Reuters Fact Check team, please see https://www.reuters.com/fact-

rosemary.an@thomsonreuters.com



From: An, Rosemary (Reuters)
Sent: Thu, 16 Feb 2023 21.05.07 40000
To: Kelly, Bert (CDC/OD/OADC)
Subject: RE: COC media request -136030 1CD-10 codes

Thank you so much, Bert, | appreciate your help and hope you have a great restofyour day!

Best,

Rosemary An
Fact Checking Producer. US.
fosemary.an@homsonvesters com

From Kell, Bert (CDC/0D/OADC) <msy5@cdc.gov>
Sent: Thursday, February 16, 2023 4:04 PM
To: An, Rosemary (Reuters) <Rosemary.An@thomsonreuters.com>
Subject: [EXT] RE: COC media request 136030 ICD-10 codes

External Email: Use caution with links and attachments.

Hi Rosemary,

Correct, we are not tacking individuals. You are also correct that the data can be analyzed without any
persona identifiers.

The
Bert

From: An, Rosemary (Reuters) <Rosemary An@thomsonreuters com>
Sent: Thursday, February 16, 2023 3:25 PM
Tos Kelly, Bert (CDC/0D/0ADC) <msy5@cdc gov
Subject: RE: CDC media request -136030 1CD-10 codes

Hello Bert,

Many thanks for the response! Just to clarify, the COC/NCHSis not tracking the information as in, there
are no personal identifiers on the codes that can enable the COC to track individuals, correct? Can the
codes be used to monitor or analyze data without personal identifiers?

Best,

Rosemary An
Fact-Chacking Producer US.

From:
Sent:

Subject:

Thank you so much, Bert, I appreciate your help and hope you have a great rest of your day!

Best,

Rosemary An
Fact-Checking Producer. U.S

Sent: Thursday, February 16, 2023 4:04 PM

External Email: Use caution with links and attachments.

Hi Rosemary,

Correct, we are not tracking individuals. You are also correct that the data can be analyzed without any
personal identifiers.

Thy
Bert

Sent: Thursday, February 16, 2023 3:25 PM

Hello Bert,

Many thanks for the response! Just to clarify, the CDC/NCHS is not tracking the information as in, there
are no personal identifiers on the codes that can enable the CDC to track individuals, correct? Can the

Best,

Rosemary An
Fact-Checking Producer. U.S.

To:

An, Rosemary (Reuters)
Thu, 16 Feb 2023 21:05:07 +0000
Kelly, Bert (CDC/OD/OADC)
RE: CDC media request - 136030 ICD-10 codes

rosemary.an@thomsonreuters.cor

From: Kelly, Bert (CDC/OD/OADC) <ms5@cdc.gov>

To: An, Rosemary (Reuters) Rosemary.An@thomsonreuters.com>
Subiect: [EXT] RE: CDC media request -136030 ICD-10 codes

From: An, Rosemary (Reuters) Rosemary.An@thomsonreuters.com>

To: Kelly, Bert (CDC/OD/OADC) <msv5@cdc.govs
Subiect: RE: CDC media request - 136030 ICD-10 codes

codes be used to monitor or analvze data without personal identifiers?



rosemary an@tnomsonesters. com

From: Kell, Bert (CDC/0D/0ADC) <msy5@cde.gov>
Sent; Thursday, February 16, 2023 3:19 PM
To: An, Rosemary (Reuters) <Rosemary. An@thomsonreuters.com>
Subject: [EXT] CDC media request -136030 ICD-10 codes.

External Email: Use caution with links and attachments.

Hello Rosemary,

Apologies for the delay. The ICD codes were implemented in April 2022, however the COG/NCHS does
not haveany data onthe codes and will not betracking this information. The codes were created to
enable healthcare providers to track within their practices. Also, for some specialties the codes are used
to track organ donors ability 10 donate.

Regards,
Bert Kelly
DC Media Office

COC Media Request

Reporter's Name: Rosemary An

Media Outlet: Reuters.

Media Email. rosemary an@thomsonreuters com

Questions for CDC:

We are investigating a claim on social media thal ‘Tne Federal Government Is TRACKING
Unvaccated People Who Go To The Doctor and to the Hospital, Due to CDC-Designed
Surveillance Program” for a potential story.
bitos witer comiHowleyReporter status 1620922064063574020 (screenshot attached). The post
on social media leads to an article by the National Fie: hilos /nalionalile conyexclusive the federal

designedsurveillance.
rogram 2fbcld=lwARZ2OTE kel eyamMwSAKDY gQc2uNHpWOTwPINmNySZUKTkekFLOHACBNA
s

For context, the article shares a recordingofwhat appears to be a CDC meting in 2021 and frames.
a narrative that official organ zations “quielly” implemented a surveillance program to track
unvaccinated people. We are hoping to receive clarification on the following:

Sent: Thursday, February 16, 2023 3:19 PM

External Email: Use caution with links and attachments.

Hello Rosemary,

not have any data on the codes and will not be tracking this information. The codes were created to
enable healthcare providers to track within their practices. Also, for some specialties the codes are used
to track organ donors' ability to donate.

Regards,
Bert Kelly

CDC Media Request

Reporter's Name: Rosemary An

Questions for CDC:

We are investigating a claim on social media that "The Federal Government Is TRACKING
Unvaccinated People Who Go To The Doctor and to the Hospital, Due to CDC-Designed
Surveillance Program" for a potential story:

For context. the article shares a recording of what appears to be a CDC meeting in 2021 and frames
a narrative that official organizations "quietly implemented a surveillance program to track
unvaccinated people. We are hoping to receive clarification on the following:

rosemarv.an@thomsonreuters.com

From: Kelly, Bert (CDC/OD/OADC) <msy5 @cdc.gov>

To: An, Rosemary (Reuters] <Rosemary.An@thomsonreuters.com>
Subiect: [EXT] CDC media request -136030 ICD-10 codes

Apologies for the delay. The ICD codes were implemented in April 2022, however the CDC/NCHS does

CDC Media Office

Media Outlet: Reuters

Media Email rosemary.an@thomsonreuters.com

https://twitter.com/HowlevReporter/status/1620922064063574020 (screenshot attached). The post
on social media leads to an article by the National File: httos://nationalfile.com/exclusive-the-federal-
government-is-tracking-unvaccinated-poople-who-go-to-the-doctor-and-to-the-hospital-duc-to-cdc-
designed-surveillance-
program/?fbclid=|wAR220TEykrLeyamMwSAKDYgQc2wNHow07wPiNmNvr5ZUK1kckFL9HaCBNh
S.



1. Is our understanding correct that the ICD-10 codes. specifically the ones proposed in page
194 of a CDC Topic Packet here: hilps /www.cdc gov/nchs/icdseot202 1-topicpacket od,
are for diagnostic purposes to know if a person s at risk for severe oulcomes? Are you able
1o explain the reasoning for the new codes in ay terms?

2. Under the proposal for the new ICD-10 codes (link above), it says “there is interest in being
able10 rack people who are not immunized or only partially immunized.” Are you able to
explain what it means bythe word “rack”?

3. What do the new codes, 228.31, 228.310, 728.311 and 728.39 mean, and how are they.
used in lay tems?

4. Why does the CDC or CMS need these codes?
5. Is there any surveillance program thal racks vaccination status?
6. Would you be able to confirm when the proposal was made, where it was published and link

10 any CDC release making the announcement around Apr 20227
7. Is there any additional informationorcomment you can provide thal may be helpful for the

story?

1. Is our understanding correct that the ICD-10 codes, specifically the ones proposed in page

are for diagnostic purposes to know if a person is at risk for severe outcomes? Are you able
to explain the reasoning for the new codes in lay terms?

2. Under the proposal for the new ICD-10 codes (link above), it says "there is interest in being
able to track people who are not immunized or only partially immunized." Are you able to
explain what it means by the word "track"?

3. What do the new codes, Z28.31, Z28.310, Z28.311 and Z28.39 mean, and how are they
used in lay terms?

5. Is there any surveillance program that tracks vaccination status?
6. Would you be able to confirm when the proposal was made, where it was published and link

to any CDC release making the announcement around April 2022?
7. Is there any additional information or comment you can provide that may be helpful for the

story?

194 of a CDC Topic Packet here: https://www.cdc.gov/nchs/icd/scpt2021-topicpackct.pdf

4. Why does the CDC or CMS need these codes?



From: Pikes, Destey (CDC/OD/OADC)
Sent: Tue, 14 Feb 2023 15:40:00 0500
To: Spinel, Nicholas (CDC/OD/CADC)
Subject: Issue (MIS-136098) COVID-19 ICD-9 Codes- Comment Added

Comment added by: Pies, Destey (CDC/ODIOADC)

Comment

« Tris is a Follow Up Email

From: Marisha GOLDHAMER <Marisha.GOLOHAMER @afp.com>
Sent: Tuesday, February 14, 2023 324 PM
To: Media (CDC) <sohco@edc.gov>
Subject: RE: Request for comment from AFP on ICD-codes

Helo,
1am folowing up on this request, Hoping to receive a comment before February 15 at Som

Here are some specific questions I'm seeking to address:

« Ifa person who s not vaccinated against Covid-19 sought medical care for a broken arm. is
there any reason a Z code related o their vaccination status would be entered?

+ Ave the codes that start 228 only used if the doctor specifically offers a vaccine and the
patient declines?

= When studiesareconducted 1 try 0 determine health outcomes based on patients who may
have been coded *Unvaccinated for Covid19" (228.310) is that data anonymized?

+ 15 t accurate lo characterize the use of these codes as a surveillance program?

Thank you,
Marisha Goldhamer
Verification and Social Media Editor, AFP.

(202) 413-4579

From: Marisha GOLDHAMER
Sent: Sunday, February 12, 2023 11:30 AM
To: Media@cdc gov
Subject: Request for comment from AFP on (CD-codes

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Comment:

• This is a Follow Up Email*

Sent: Tuesday, February 14, 2023 3:24 PM

Hello.

I am following up on this request. Hoping to receive a comment before February 15 at 5pm.

Here are some specific questions I'm seeking to address:

• If a person who is not vaccinated against Covid-19 sought medical care for a broken arm. is
there any reason a Z code related to their vaccination status would be entered?
• Are the codes that start Z28 only used if the doctor specifically offers a vaccine and the
patient declines?
• When studies are conducted to try to determine health outcomes based on patients who may

• Is it accurate to characterize the use of these codes as a surveillance program?

Verification and Social Media Editor, AFP

Sent: Sunday, February 12, 2023 11:30 AM

Pikes, Destney (CDC/OD/OADC)
Tue, 14 Feb 2023 15:40:00 -0500

Spinelli, Nicholas (CDC/OD/OADC)
Issue (MIS-136098) COVID-19 ICD-9 Codes - Comment Added

Comment added by: Pikes, Destney (CDC/OD/OADC)

From: Marisha GOLDHAMER <Marisha.GOLDHAMER@afp.com>

To: Media (CDC) <sohco@cdc.gov>
Subiect: RE: Request for comment from AFP on ICD-codes

have been coded "Unvaccinated for Covid-19" (Z28.310) is that data anonvmized?

Thank vou,

Marisha Goldhamer

(202) 413-1579

From: Marisha GOLDHAMER

To: Media@cdc.gov
Subject: Request for comment from AFP on ICD-codes



Helo,
1am a journalist with AFP on a team focused on medical misinformation circulating on social media,

Currently, thousands of Americans are engaging with posts warning that the US government is
racking and/or surveiling those who remain unvaccinated against Covid-19 via ICD-10 codes,
specifically the Z codes created last year regarding Covid-19 vaccination status. Headlines include
things like “EXPOSED: CDC's plot to track the unvaccinated or “The Federal Government ls
Tracking Unvaccinated People Who Go To The Doctor And To The Hospital Due to CDC-
Designated Survellance Program.”

Im seeking to write an aricie explaining what ICD-10 codes are, how they are used anc why specific
7 codes were created for Covic-19 vaccination status.

1 was hoping a representative from your agency could speak on this Lopic on the record.

Fd like to help people understand when a code related to vaccination might be added to a patient's
chart by a physician and how thal information is protected as it relates to HIPPA and other measures.
in place to keep medical information private. Id also be interested in your agency's response to the.
accusation that ICD-codes can be used as lo surveil unvaccinated individuals.

Fd be happy to speak by phone or use a statement or answers to questions sent by emal. Thanks in
advance for your time and assistance.

“Marisa Goidhamer

Verification and Social Media Editor, AFP

(202) 413-1579

Reporter's Name: Marisha Goldhamer

Media Outlet: [AFPFactCheck]

Status: Opened

Hello,
I am a journalist with AFP on a team focused on medical misinformation circulating on social media.

Currently, thousands of Americans are engaging with posts warning that the US government is

specifically the Z codes created last year regarding Covid-19 vaccination status. Headlines include
things like "EXPOSED: CDC's plot to track the unvaccinated" or "The Federal Government Is
Tracking Unvaccinated People Who Go To The Doctor And To The Hospital Due to CDC-
Designated Surveillance Program."

I'm seeking to write an article explaining what ICD-10 codes are, how they are used and why specific

I was hoping a representative from your agency could speak on this topic on the record.

I'd like to help people understand when a code related to vaccination might be added to a patient's
chart by a physician and how that information is protected as it relates to HIPPA and other measures
in place to keep medical information private. I'd also be interested in your agency's response to the

I'd be happy to speak by phone or use a statement or answers to questions sent by email. Thanks in
advance for our time and assistance.

Verification and Social Media Editor, AFP

Status: Opened

tracking and/or surveilling those who remain unvaccinated against Covid-19 via ICD-10 codes,

Z codes were created for Covid-19 vaccination status.

accusation that ICD-codes can be used as to surveil unvaccinated individuals.

-Marisha Goldhamer

(202) 413-1579

Reporter's Name: Marsha Goldhamer

Media Outlet: [AFPFactCheck]



Deadine: 2023-02-14 17:00:00.0

Media Phone: 202-413-1579

Media Cel:

Media Email: Marisha. Goldhamer@afp.com

Background:

Questions for CDC:

Proposed response:

Request for comment from AFP on ICD-codes
Marisha GOLDHAMER <Marisha. GOLDHAMER@afp.com>
Media (CDC)
Helo,

1am a journalist with AFP on a team focused on medical misinformation circulating on social media,
Currenty. thousands of Americans are engaging with posts warning that the US government is
racking andior surveiling those who remain unvaccinated against Covid-19 via ICD-10 codes,
specifically the Z codes created last year regarding Covid-19 vaccination status, Headlines include
things like "EXPOSED: CDC's plot to track the unvaccinated or “The Federal Government Is
Tracking Unvaccinated People Who Go To The Doctor And To The Hospital Due to CDC-
Designated Survellance Program.”

Im seeking to write an article explaining what ICD-10 codes are, how they are used and why specific
2 codes were created for Covid-19 vaccination status.

Iwas hoping a representative from your agency could speak on his topic on the record.

Id like to help people understand when a code related to vaccination might be added to a patient's
chart by a physician and how that information is protected as it relates to HIPPA and other measures
in place to keep medical information private. Id also be interested in your agency's response 1o the.
accusation that ICD-codes can be used as to survel unvaccinated individuals.

Fd be happy to speak by phone or use a statement or answers to questions sent by emal. Thanks in
advance for your time and assistance.
~Marisha Goidhamer
Verification and Social Media Editor, AFP
(202) 413-1579

Deadline: 2023-02-14 17:00:00.0

Media Phone: 202-413-1579

Media Cell:

Background:

Questions for CDC:

Proposed response:

Hello,
I am a journalist with AFP on a team focused on medical misinformation circulating on social media.

Currently, thousands of Americans are engaging with posts warning that the US government is

specifically the Z codes created last year regarding Covid-19 vaccination status. Headlines include
things like "EXPOSED: CDC's plot to track the unvaccinated" or "The Federal Government Is
Tracking Unvaccinated People Who Go To The Doctor And To The Hospital Due to CDC-
Designated Surveillance Program."

I'm seeking to write an article explaining what ICD-10 codes are, how they are used and why specific

I was hoping a representative from your agency could speak on this topic on the record.

I'd like to help people understand when a code related to vaccination might be added to a patient's
chart by a physician and how that information is protected as it relates to HIPPA and other measures
in place to keep medical information private. I'd also be interested in your agency's response to the

advance for vour time and assistance.

Verification and Social Media Editor, AFP
(202\413-1579

Media Email: Marisha.Goldhamer@afo.com

Request for comment from AFP on ICD-codes
Marsha GOLDHAMER <Marisha.GOLDHAMER@afp.com>
Media (CDC)

tracking and/or surveilling those who remain unvaccinated against Covid-19 via ICD-10 codes,

Z codes were created for Covid-19 vaccination status.

accusation that ICD-codes can be used as to surveil unvaccinated individuals.

I'd be hapov to speak by phone or use a statement or answers to questions sent b email. Thanks in

-Marisha Goldhamer



From: Pikes, Destey (CDC/OD/OADC)
Sent: Tue, 14 Feb 2023 15:44:00 0500
To: Spinel, Nicholas (CDC/OD/CADC)
Subject: Issue (MIS-136098) COVID-19 ICD-9 Codes- Comment Added

Comment added by: Pies, Destey (CDC/ODIOADC)

Comment

« Tris is Another Follow Up Inquiry”
« From: emaiforms@cdgov <emailforms@cdc.gov
Sent: Tuesday, February 14, 2023 324 PM
To: Media (CDC) <sohco@edc.gov>
Subject: Media Request Form

Reporter's Name
Warisha Goldhamer

Vedia Outet
Name: AFP
Website: tts /factcheck afp.com’
Media Channel: Print
Deadline
0215/2023
5:00PM
Eastern
Priority
Normal
Contact
Phone: 202413 1579
Cel: 202 413.1579
Email: marisha goldhamer@afp.com
Topic: ICD-10 codes
Details: | am a journalist with AFP on a tear focused on medical misinformation circulating on social
media.
Currently, thousands of Americans are engaging with posts warning that the US government is
racking andlor surveiling those who remain unvaccinated against Covid-19 via ICD-10 codes,
specifically the Z coses created last yea regarding Covid-19 vaccination status.

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Comment:

• This is Another Follow Up Inquiry*

Sent: Tuesday, February 14, 2023 3:24 PM

Reporter's Name

Media Outlet

Media Channel: Print

Deadline
02/15/2023
5:00 PM
Eastern

Priority
Normal

Contact
Phone: 202 413 1579
Cell: 202 413-1579

Details: I am a journalist with AFP on a team focused on medical misinformation circulating on social
media.

Currently, thousands of Americans are engaging with posts warning that the US government is

specifically the Z codes created last year regarding Covid-19 vaccination status.

Pikes, Destney (CDC/OD/OADC)
Tue, 14 Feb 2023 15:44:00 -0500

Spinelli, Nicholas (CDC/OD/OADC)
Issue (MIS-136098) COVID-19 ICD-9 Codes - Comment Added

Comment added by: Pikes, Destney (CDC/OD/OADC)

• From: emailforms@cdc.gov «emailforms@cdc.gov>

To: Media (CDC) <sohco@cdc.gov>
Subiect: Media Request Form

Marisha Goldhamer

Name: AFP
Website: https://factcheck.afp.com/

Email: marisha.goldhamer@afp.com
Topic: ICD-10 codes

tracking and/or surveilling those who remain unvaccinated against Covid-19 via ICD-10 codes,



Headines include things like: "EXPOSED: CDC's plot totrack the unvaccinated” or “The Federal
Government Is Tracking Unvaccinated People WhoGo To The Doctor And To The Hospital Due to
CDC-Designated Surveillance Program."

I'm seeking to write an article explaining what ICD-10 codes are, how they are used and why specific
2 codes were created for Covid- 19 vaccination stalus.

Iwas hoping a representative from your agency could speak on this topic on the record.

Here are some specific questions I'm seeking to address:
+ Ifa person who is nol vaccinated against Covid-19 sought medical carefor a broken arm, is
there any reason a Z code related to their vaccination status wouldbeentered?
+ Are the codes that start 228 only used if the doctor specifically offersa vaccine and the patient
declines?
+ When studies are conducted to try to determine health outcomes based on patients who may
have been coded "Unvaccinated for Covid-19" (228.310) is that data anonymized?
+ Isit accurate to characterize the use of these codes as a surveillance program?

I'd be happy to speak by phone or use a statement or answers to questions sent by emal
Thanks in advance for your time and assistance.
Marisha Goldhamer

Reporter's Name: Marisha Goldhamer

Media Outlet: [AFPFactCheck]

Status: Opened

Deadline: 2023.02.14 17:00:00.0

Media Phone: 202-413-1579

Media Cel:

Media Email Marisha Goldhamer@ap. com

Background:

Questions for CDC.

Proposed response:

Headlines include things like: "EXPOSED: CDC's plot to track the unvaccinated" or "The Federal
Government Is Tracking Unvaccinated People Who Go To The Doctor And To The Hospital Due to

I'm seeking to write an article explaining what ICD-10 codes are, how they are used and why specific

I was hoping a representative from your agency could speak on this topic on the record.

Here are some specific questions I'm seeking to address:
If a person who is not vaccinated against Covid-19 sought medical care for a broken arm, is

there any reason a Z code related to their vaccination status would be entered?
Are the codes that start Z28 only used if the doctor specifically offers a vaccine and the patient

declines?
• When studies are conducted to try to determine health outcomes based on patients who may

Is it accurate to characterize the use of these codes as a surveillance program?

I'd be happy to speak by phone or use a statement or answers to questions sent by email.
Thanks in advance for your time and assistance,

Status: Opened

Deadline: 2023-02-14 17:00:00.0

Media Phone: 202-413-1579

Media Cell:

Background:

Questions for CDC:

Proposed response:

CDC-Designated Surveillance Program."

Z codes were created for Covid-19 vaccination status.

have been coded "Unvaccinated for Covid-19" (Z28.310) is that data anonymized?

Marisha Goldhamer

Reporter's Name: Marisha Goldhamer

Media Outlet: [AFPFactCheck]

Media Email: Marisha.Goldhamer@afo.com



Request for comment from AFP on ICD-codes
Marisha GOLDHAMER <Marisha GOLDHAMER@afp.com>
Media (CDC)
Helo,

1am a journalist with AFP on a team focused on medical misinformation circulating on social media,

Currently. thousands of Americans are engaging with posts warning that the US government is
racking andlor surveiling those who remain unvaccinated against Covid-19 via ICD-10 codes,
specifically the Z codes created las! year regarding Covid-19 vaccination status. Headlines include
things like “EXPOSED: CDC's plotto track the unvaccinated" or “The Federal Government ls
Tracking Unvaccinated People Who Go To The Doctor And To The Hospital Due to CDC-
Designated Survellance Program.”

Im seeking to write an aricie explaining what ICD-10 codes are, how they are used and why specific
2 codes were created for Covid-19 vaccination status.

Iwas hoping a representative from your agency could speak on this topic on the record.

Fd like to help people understand when a code related to vaccination might be added to a patient's
chart by a physician and how that information is protected as it relates to HIPPA and other measures.
in place to keep medical information privale. Id also be interested in your agency's response fo the.
accusation that ICD-codes can be used as to surveil unvaccinated individuals.
Id be happy to speak by phone or Use a statement or answers to questions sent by emal. Thanks in
advance for your time and assistance.
Marisha Goldhamer
Verification and Social Media Editor, AFP
(202) 413-1579

Hello,
I am a journalist with AFP on a team focused on medical misinformation circulating on social media.

Currently, thousands of Americans are engaging with posts warning that the US government is

specifically the Z codes created last year regarding Covid-19 vaccination status. Headlines include
things like "EXPOSED: CDC's plot to track the unvaccinated" or "The Federal Government Is

Designated Surveillance Program."

I'm seeking to write an article explaining what ICD-10 codes are, how they are used and why specific

I was hoping a representative from your agency could speak on this topic on the record.

I'd like to help people understand when a code related to vaccination might be added to a patient's
chart by a physician and how that information is protected as it relates to HIPPA and other measures
in place to keep medical information private. I'd also be interested in your agency's response to the

I'd be happy to speak by phone or use a statement or answers to questions sent by email. Thanks in
advance for your time and assistance.

Verification and Social Media Editor, AFP

Request for comment from AFP on ICD-codes
Marsha GOLDHAMER <Marisha.GOLDHAMER@afp.com>
Media (CDC)

tracking and/or surveilling those who remain unvaccinated against Covid-19 via ICD-10 codes,

Tracking Unvaccinated People Who Go To The Doctor And To The Hosoital Due to CDC-

Z codes were created for Covid-19 vaccination status.

accusation that ICD-codes can be used as to surveil unvaccinated individuals.

-Marisha Goldhamer

(202) 413-1579



From: Kelly, Bert (CDC/OD/OADC)
Sent: Thu, 16 Feb 2023 20:07:07 40000
To: Pauley, Scott (CDC/OD/OADC)
Subject: RE: Reuters inquiry on ICD-10 Codes.

Yes.

The

From: Pauley, Scott (CDC/OD/OADC) <pva2@cdc.gov>
Sent: Thursday, February 16, 2023 2:45 PM
To: Kelly, Bert (COC/0D/0ADC) <msyS@cdc gov>
Subject: Fwd: Reuters inquiry on ICD-10 Codes.

Are you working this?

Scott Pauley.
Press Officer
Division of Media Relations
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (COC)
1600 Clifton Road, NE, MS E-69, Atlanta, GA 30329
Office: 404-718-3728
Mobile: 104-661-2490
ova2@cdc gov

From: An, Rosemary (Reuters) <Rosemary An@thomsonreuters com>
Sent: Thursday, February 16, 2023 2:37:49 PM
To: Pauley, Scott (CDC/OD/OADC) <pva2@cdc gov; Kelly, Bert (CDC/OD/OADC) <msys@cdc gov>
Ce: Media (COC) <sohco@cdc gov>
Subject: RE: Reuters inquiry on ICD-10 Codes

Hello, following up on thebelow ~

Please let us know if it is possible to receive aresponseon the claimcirculating onlinethat ICD-10 codes
are used to track unvaccinated individuals. Thank you!

Best,

Rosemary An
Fact.Chiocking Producor. US.

rosemary antnonsonveuters com

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Sent: Thursday, February 16, 2023 2:45 PM

Are you working this?

Press Officer
Division of Media Relations

Office: 404-718-3728
Mobile: 404-661-2490

Sent: Thursday, February 16, 2023 2:37:49 PM

Hello, following up on the below -

Please let us know if it is possible to receive a response on the claim circulating online that ICD-10 codes
are used to track unvaccinated individuals. Thank you!

Best,

Rosemary An
Fact-Checking Producer. U.S.

Kelly, Bert (CDC/OD/OADC)
Thu, 16 Feb 2023 20:07:07 +0000
Pauley, Scott (CDC/OD/OADC)
RE: Reuters inquiry on ICD-10 Codes

Ves.

Thy

From: Pauley, Scott (CDC/OD/OADC) <pq2@cdc.gov>

To: Kelly, Bert (CDC/OD/OADC) <msy5@cdc.gov>
Subject: Fwd: Reuters inquiry on ICD-10 Codes

Scott Pauley

Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC)
1600 Clifton Road, NE, MS E-69, Atlanta, GA 30329

pva@cdc.gov

From: An, Rosemary (Reuters) <Rosemary.An@thomsonreuters.com

To: Pauley, Scott (CDC/OD/OADC) <pva2 @cdc.gov>; Kelly, Bert (CDC/OD/OADC) <msy5@cdc.gov>
Cc: Media (CDC) <sohco@cdc.gov>
Subject: RE: Reuters inquiry on ICD-10 Codes

rosemarv.an.@thomsonreuters.com



From: An, Rosemary (Reuters)
Sent: Tuesday, February 7, 2023 3:14 PM
To:pua2@cdcgov; msyS@cdcgov
Ce: media@cde.gov
Subject: RE: Reuters inquiry on ICD-10 Codes

Hello, just checking inon the below—

Please let us knowif it is possible to receive aresponseon this inquiry. Thank you!

Best,

Rosemary An
Fact Chacking Producer, US.

rosemary an@homsonreaters com

From: An, Rosemary (Reuters)
Sent: Monday, February 6, 2023 10:32 AN.
To: pua2@cdc gov; msyS@cdc gov
Subject: Reuters inquiry on 1CD-10 Codes

Hello,

hope thisemail findsyouwelll | was hoping either of you can help us in providing information about
the ICD-10 codes for reporting vaccination status starting April 2022. | work on the Reuters Fact Check
team, which works onclarifyingor debunking dubious ormisleading information circulating on social
media

We are investigating a claim on social media that “The Federal Government Is TRACKING Unvaccinated
People Who Go To The Doctor and to the Hospital, Due to COC-Designed Surveillance Program” for a
potential story: hitps://switter.com/HowleyReporter/status/1620922064063574020 (screenshot
attached). The post on social media leads toan article by the National File:
hitps://nationalile.com/exclusive: the. federal government.is-tracking-unvaceinated-people-who go-to
the-doctor-and-to-the-hospital-due-to-cde.designed-surveillance:
program)2fblid=lwAR220TEykr eyamMwSAKDYZQC2whHpuwO7wPINmNurS7UKIkekFLOHaCBNs.

For context, the article shares a recording of what appears to be a CDC meeting in 2021 and frames a
narrative that official organizations “quietly” implemented a surveillance program to track unvaccinated
people. We are hoping to receive clarification on the following:

1. Is our understanding correct that the ICD-10 codes, specifically the ones proposed in page 194 of
2 CDC Topic Packet here: hitps://wiww.cde gou/nchs/icdsept2021 topicpacket od, are for
diagnostic purposes to knowif 2 person i at risk for severe outcomes? Are you able to explain
the reasoning for the new codes inlay terms?

Sent: Tuesday, February 7, 2023 3:14 PM

Hello, just checking in on the below -

Please let us know if it is possible to receive a response on this inquiry. Thank you!

Best,

Fact-Checking Producer. U.S

Sent: Monday, February 6, 2023 10:32 AM

Hello,

I hope this email finds you well! I was hoping either of you can help us in providing information about
the ICD-10 codes for reporting vaccination status starting April 2022. I work on the Reuters Fact Check
team, which works on clarifying or debunking dubious or misleading information circulating on social
media.

We are investigating a claim on social media that "The Federal Government Is TRACKING Unvaccinated
People Who Go To The Doctor and to the Hospital, Due to CDC-Designed Surveillance Program" for a

attached). The post on social media leads to an article by the National File:

For context, the article shares a recording of what appears to be a CDC meeting in 2021 and frames a
narrative that official organizations "quietly" implemented a surveillance program to track unvaccinated
people. We are hoping to receive clarification on the following:

1. Is our understanding correct that the ICD-10 codes, specifically the ones proposed in page 194 of

diagnostic purposes to know if a person is at risk for severe outcomes? Are vou able to explain
the reasoning for the new codes in lay terms?

From: An, Rosemary (Reuters)

To: pva2@edc.gov; msy5@cdc.gov
Co: media@edc.gov
Subject: RE: Reuters inquiry on ICD-10 Codes

Rosemarv An

rosemary.an@thomsonreuters.com

From: An, Rosemary (Reuters)

To:pv92@cdc.gov; msy5@cdc.gov
Subiect: Reuters inquirv on ICD-10 Codes

potential story: https://twitter.com/HowleyReporter/status/1620922064063574020 (screenshot

https://nationalfile.com/exclusive-the-federal-government-is-tracking-unvaccinated-people-who-go-to-
the-doctor-and-to-the-hospital-due-to-cdc-designed-surveillance-

program/?belid=|wAR22OTEykrLeyamMwSAKDYgQZwNHpwO7wPiNmNvr5ZUK1kckFL9HaCBNhs.

a CDC Topic Packet here: https://www.cdc.gov/nchs/icd/sept2021-topicpacket.pdf, are for



2. Under the proposal for the new ICD-10 codes (ink above), it says “there i interest in being able.
to track people who are not immunized or only partially immunized.” Are you able to explain
what it means by the word “track”?

3. Whatdothe new codes, 228.31, 228.310, 228.311 and 228.39 mean, andhoware they used in
lay terms?

4. Why does the CDC or CMS need these codes?
5. Is there any surveillance program that tracks vaccination status?
6. Would youbeable to confirm when the proposal was made, where it waspublished and link to

any COC release making theannouncement around April 20227
7. Is there any additional informationorcomment you can provide that may be helpful forthe

story?

For more information on the Reuters Fact Check team, please see hips//www. reuters.com fact.
eheck/abou.

Thank you in advance foryour time,

Rosemary An
Fact.Checking Producer US

rosemary an@homsonveuters com

2. Under the proposal for the new ICD-10 codes (link above), it says "there is interest in being able
to track people who are not immunized or only partially immunized." Are you able to explain
what it means by the word "track"?

3. What do the new codes, Z28.31, Z28.310, Z28.311 and Z28.39 mean, and how are they used in

4. Why does the CDC or CMS need these codes?
5. Is there any surveillance program that tracks vaccination status?
6. Would you be able to confirm when the proposal was made, where it was published and link to

any CDC release making the announcement around April 2022?
7. Is there any additional information or comment you can provide that may be helpful for the

story?

check/about.

Thank you in advance for your time,

Rosemary An
Fact-Checking Producer. U.S.

lav terms?

For more information on the Reuters Fact Check team, please see https://www.reuters.com/fact-

rosemary.an@thomsonreuters.com



From: ‘Tsai, Brian (CDC/DDPHSS/NCHS/OD)
sor Tou 28 Feb 2083 21.262 10060
To: Kelly, Bert (CDC/OD/OADC)
Subject: RE: ICD codes

Thanks
sion
From: Kelly, Bert (CDC/OD/OADC) <msy5@cdc.gov>

Sem Tucson, February 28,2023 410 00
To: Tsai, Brian (COC/DDPHSS/NCHS/OD) <xbg7@cdc gov
Subject: RE: ICD codes

Thanks rian, Wile you know what we sbi
w
From: Tsai, Brian (CDC/DDPHSS/NCHS/OD) <xbg? @cdc.gov>

Sen Tues. Ferny 22073357
To: Kelly, Bert (CDC/OD/OADC) <msy5@cde.gov>
Soler ECcos

sen,
TRIE seas posi, wnsTE]
a TTT

RewerREN SG

From:
Sent:

Subject:

Thanks.

Brian

Sent: Tuesday, February 28, 2023 4:19 PM

Thanks Brian. Will let vou know what we submit.

Sent: Tuesday, February 28, 2023 3:52 PM

Our SME gave a very long answer so I tried to edit it as much as possible. It looks like
Let me know if these statement works to answer. I also

attached a word document with a comment.

To:

Tsai, Brian (CDC/DDPHSS/NCHS/OD)
Tue, 28 Feb 2023 21:26:28 +0000
Kelly, Bert (CDC/OD/OADC)
RE: ICD codes

From: Kelly, Bert (CDC/OD/OADC) <msy5@cdc.gov>

To: Tsai, Brian (CDC/DDPHSS/NCHS/OD) <xbg7@cdc.gov>
Subject: RE: ICD codes

bk

From: Tsai, Brian (CDC/DDPHSS/NCHS/OD) <xbg7@cdc.gov>

To: Kelly, Bert (CDC/OD/OADC) <m55@cdc.gov>
Subiect: RE: ICD codes

Hi Bert.

(b)(5)
(b)(5)

(b}E)



©

Brian Tsai
public Affairs Specialist
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
NationalCenter for Health Statistics
3311 Toledo Road
Hyattsville, MD 20762
(301) 458-4800
@ncHstats

From; Kelly, Bert (CDC/OD/0ADC) <msy5@ccc.gov>
Sent: Tuesday, February 28, 2023 1:55 PM
To: Teal, Brian (COC/DDPHSS/NCHS/OD) <xbg? @ccic gov>
Subject; RE: CD codes

(Brian, for your review)

Regards,
Bert Kelly

Public Affairs Specialist
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
National Center for Health Statistics

Sent: Tuesday, February 28, 2023 1:55 PM

(Brian, for your review)

Regards,

(b)(5)

Brian Tsai

3311 Taledo Road
Hyattsville, MD 20782
(3011 458-4800

@NCHStats

From: Kelly, Bert (CDC/OD/OADC) <msy5@cdc.gov>

To: Tsai, Brian (CDC/DDPHSS/NCHS/OD) <xbg7@cdc.gov>
Subject: RE: ICD codes

(b)(5)

Bert Kellv



COC Media Office.

From:O'Neil,Tyler <Tyler ONeil@heritage org>
Sent: Monday, February 27, 20234:42.25 PM
To: Spinel, Nicholas (CDC/OD/OADC) <iga5@cde gov
Subject: Re: ICD codes

Thanks, Nick!

Can you help me understand this, then? This statement to Reuters appears tocontradict what you sent
— CDC can analyze the codes, is not tracking individuals, and some non-HIPAA covered agencies have
access to the codes. Would you clarify?

Bert Kelly,a COC spokesperson, told Reuters that the agencycan analyze ICD 10 code data on
Vaccination satus, but the COC and the National Center for Health Statistics (NCHS) “are not tracking
individuals,”as the data is “analyzed without anypersonal identifiers.”
Some non HIPAA covered agencies do have access to the ICD-10 codes, Burnett added, “bu they are not
associated with specific patient identifiers,” meaning they “won't know what patient has which ICD-10
code.”

hitps://unww.reuters.com/article/factcheck-icdtrackunvaccinated GUSLINISLIPG

Teronet

Monagng Cato. TheDay Snel

non BSsoos
202 408 6008
heritage.org.

From: Spinelli, Nicholas (CDC/OD/OADC) <tgas@cdc.gov>
Date: Monday, February 27, 2023 at 3:05 PM
To: Tyler O'Neil (Daily Signal) <tyler.oneil@dailysignal.com>
Subject: ICD codes.

Good afternoon,

Thanks for reaching out to COC. The ICO codes were implemented in April 2022, however the COC/NCHS
does not have any data on thecodes and will not be tracking this information. Thecodesare developed
and managedby the World Health Organization to enable healthcare providers o track within their
practices. Also, for some specialties the codesare used to track organdonors’ ability to donate.

Nick Spinelli
COC News Media Branch

Sent: Monday, February 27, 2023 4:42:25 PM

Thanks, Nick!

Can you help me understand this, then? This statement to Reuters appears to contradict what vou sent
- CDC can analyze the codes, is not tracking individuals, and some non-HIPAA covered agencies have

access to the codes. Would you clarify?

vaccination status, but the CDC and the National Center for Health Statistics (NCHS) "are not tracking
individuals," as the data is "analyzed without any personal identifiers."

associated with specific patient identifiers," meaning they "won't know what patient has which ID-10
code."

Managing Editor, The Daily Signal

202 608 6046

Date: Monday, February 27, 2023 at 3:05 PM

Good afternoon,

does not have any data on the codes and will not be tracking this information. The codes are developed
and managed by the World Health Organization to enable healthcare providers to track within their
practices. Also, for some specialties the codes are used to track organ donors' ability to donate.

CDC Media Office

From: O'Neil, Tyler <Tyler. ONeil@heritage.org>

To: Spinelli, Nicholas (CDC/OD/OADC) <tg95@cdc.gov>
Subject: Re: ICD codes

Bert Kelly, a CDC spokesperson, told Reuters that the agency can analyze ICD 10 code data on

Some non-HIPAA covered agencies do have access to the ICD-10 codes, Burnett added, "but they are not

https://www.reuters.com/article/factcheck-icd-track-unvaccinated-idUSL1N3511PG

Tyler ONeil

The Herage Foundation
214 Massachusells Avenue, NE

Wassington. DC 20002

heritage.org

From: Spinelli, Nicholas (CDC/OD/OADC) <1895@cdc.govs

To: Tyler O'Neil (Daily Signal) <tyler.oneil@dailysignal.com>
Subject: ICD codes

Thanks for reaching out to CDC. The ICD codes were implemented in April 2022, however the CDC/NCHS

Nick Soinelli
CDC News Media Branch



From: Black, Bethanne (CDC/DDID/NCIRD/OD) (CTR)
Sent: Mon, 13 Feb 2023 08:24:00 -0500
To: Spinel, Nicholas (CDC/OD/CADC)
Subject: Issue (MIS-136098) COVID-19 ICD-9 Codes-NEW

Inquiry MIS-136098 has been created and assigned to Spinell, Nicholas (CDC/ODIOADC)

Mobile Link | Details

Reporter: Marisha Goldhamer

Organization: [AFPFactCheck]

Phone: 202-413-1579

Email Address: Marisha.Golshamer@afp.com

Subject: COVID-19 ICD-9 Codes

Deadline: 2023-02-14 17:00:00.0

Inquiry Description:

From:
Sent:

Subject:

Mobile Link / Details

Phone: 202-413-1579

Deadline: 2023-02-14 17:00:00.0

Inquiry Description:

To:

Black, Bethanne (CDC/DDID/NCIRD/OD) (CTR)
Mon, 13 Feb 2023 08:24:00 -0500

Spinelli, Nicholas (CDC/OD/OADC)
Issue (MIS-136098) COVID-19 ICD-9 Codes - NEW

Inquiry MIS-136098 has been created and assigned to Spinelli, Nicholas (CDC/OD/OADC).

Reporter: Marisha Goldhamer

Organization: [AFPFactCheck]

Email Address: Marisha.Goldhamer@afp.com

Subject: COVID-19 ICD-9 Codes



From: Black, Bethanne (CDC/DDID/NCIRD/OD) (CTR)
Sent: Mon, 13 Feb 2023 08:24:00 -0500
To: Spinel, Nicholas (CDC/OD/CADC)
Subject: Issue (MIS-136099) COVID-19 ICD-9 Codes-NEW

Inquiry MIS-136099 has been created and assigned to Spinell, Nicholas (CDC/ODIOADC)

Mobile Link | Details

Reporter: Marisha Goldhamer

Organization: [AFPFactCheck]

Phone: 202-413-1579

Email Address: Marisha.Golshamer@afp.com

Subject: COVID-19 ICD-9 Codes

Deadline: 2023-02-14 17:00:00.0

Inquiry Description:

From:
Sent:

Subject:

Mobile Link / Details

Phone: 202-413-1579

Deadline: 2023-02-14 17:00:00.0

Inquiry Description:

To:

Black, Bethanne (CDC/DDID/NCIRD/OD) (CTR)
Mon, 13 Feb 2023 08:24:00 -0500

Spinelli, Nicholas (CDC/OD/OADC)
Issue (MIS-136099) COVID-19 ICD-9 Codes - NEW

Inquiry MIS-136099 has been created and assigned to Spinelli, Nicholas (CDC/OD/OADC).

Reporter: Marisha Goldhamer

Organization: [AFPFactCheck]

Email Address: Marisha.Goldhamer@afp.com

Subject: COVID-19 ICD-9 Codes



From: Kelly, Bert (CDC/OD/OADC)
Sent: Wed, 1 Mar 2023 16:50:48 +0000
To: Nordlund, Kristen (CDC/OD/OADC)
Subject: Re: ICD codes

Quite a long response, but itis comprehensive. Reporter's query is below the response. Let me know
what you think we should send back to this reporter from Heritage Foundation.

bk

From:
Sent:

Subject:

Quite a long response, but it is comprehensive. Reporter's query is below the response. Let me know
what you think we should send back to this reporter from Heritage Foundation.

To:

Kelly, Bert (CDC/OD/OADC)
Wed, 1 Mar 2023 16:50:48 +0000
Nordlund, Kristen (CDC/OD/OADC)
Re: ICD codes

bk

(b)(5)



From:O'Neil, Tyler <Tyler ONell@heritage org>
Sent: Monday, February 27, 2023 4:42:25 PM
To: Spinelli, Nicholas (CDC/OD/OADC) <iga5@cde gov>
Subject: Re: ICD codes

Thanks, Nick!

Can you help me understand this, then? This statementto Reuters appears to contradictwhat you sent
— CDC can analyze the codes, is not racking individuals, and somenonHIPAA covered agencies have
access to the codes. Would you clarify?

Bert Kelly, a COC spokesperson, told Reuters that the agency can analyze ICD 10 code data on
Vaccination status, but the CDC and the National Center for Health Statistics (NCHS) “are not tracking
individuals,”3sthe data is “analyzed without anypersonalidentifiers.”
Some non-HIPAA covered agencies do have access to the ICD-10 codes, Burnett added, “bu they are not
associated with specific patent identifiers,” meaning they "won't know what patient has which IC0-10
code.”

itps://uowu.reuters com/article/factcheck-icctrack unvaccinated dUSLINIS11PG

Tyler ONel

Monaging ar, TheDory anal

20mnosh
heritage org.

From: Spinelli, Nicholas (CDC/OD/OADC) <tza5@cdc.gov>
Date: Monday, February 27, 2023 at 3:05 PM
To: Tyler O'Neil (Daily Signal) <tyler.oneil@dailysignal.com>
Subject: ICD codes

Good afternoon,

Thanks for reaching out to COC, The ICD codes were implemented in Apri 2022, however the CDC/NCHS
oes not have any data on the codes and will not be racking ths information. Thecodes are developed
and managed by the World Health Organization to enable healthcare providers to track within their
practices. Also, for some specialties the codesare used to track organ donors’ ability to donate.

Nick Spinelli
CDC News Media Branch

Sent: Monday, February 27, 2023 4:42:25 PM

Thanks, Nick!

Can you help me understand this, then? This statement to Reuters appears to contradict what you sent
- CDC can analyze the codes, is not tracking individuals, and some non-HIPAA covered agencies have

access to the codes. Would you clarify?

vaccination status, but the CDC and the National Center for Health Statistics (NCHS) "are not tracking

associated with specific patient identifiers," meaning they "won't know what patient has which ICD-10
code.

202 608 6046

Date: Monday, February 27, 2023 at 3:05 PM

Good afternoon,

does not have any data on the codes and will not be tracking this information. The codes are developed
and managed by the World Health Organization to enable healthcare providers to track within their
practices. Also, for some specialties the codes are used to track organ donors' ability to donate.

From: O'Neil, Tyler <Tyler.ONeil@heritage.org>

To: Spinelli, Nicholas (CDC/OD/OADC) <tg95@cdc.gov>
Subject: Re: ICD codes

Bert Kelly, a CDC spokesperson, told Reuters that the agency can analyze ICD 10 code data on

individuals." as the data is "analyzed without anv personal identifiers."
Some non-HIPAA covered agencies do have access to the ICD-10 codes, Burnett added, "but they are not

https://www.reuters.com/article/factcheck-icd-track-unvaccinated-idUSL1N3511PG

Tyler ONeil

Managina Editor, The Doily Signal
The Heritage Foundation
214 Massacrusells Avenue, NE
Washington. UC 20002

heritage.org

From: Spinelli, Nicholas (CDC/OD/OADC) <g95@cdc.gov>

To: Tyler O'Neil (Daily Signal) <tyler.oneil@dailysignal.com>
Subject: ICD codes

Thanks for reaching out to CDC. The ICD codes were implemented in April 2022, however the CDC/NCHS

Nick Soinelli
CDC News Media Branch



sent: Thu, 16 Feb 2023 20:12:29 40000
To: rosemaryan@thomsonreuters.com

Subject: FW: CDC clearance request -136030 1CD-10 codes

Hello Rosemary,

DC Clearance Request

Reporter's Name: Rosemary An

Media Outer: Reuters

Deadline: 2023.02.08 17:0000.0

Media Emait osemanyan@ihomsonveuters.com
Background: Email response only

Questions for CDC:
We are investigating a claim on social madia thal “Tne Federal Government Is TRACKING
Unvaceinaled People Who Go To Tne Doclor and to tne Hosgital, Due to CDC-Designed
Surveilance Program for a potential tory
lps: iter com HowleyReporteistalus/1620972064063574020 (screenshot atiached). The post
on social media leads toanarc by the Nalional Fle: hips. nationale comexclusvinefederal:
‘Government. tracking-unuaccinaledt-peopie-uho-go-to-the-docior-and-1o-the-nospial-due1o-coc:
designed:surveilance:

rogram bol WARZ20TE viel yarnMy SAKDYGQE2wNHwO TwPINNurS2UK TKGkFLOHACBN
s

For context, the alice shares a recording of wha appears tobe a CDC meeling in 2021 and frames
a namalive that offical organizations quietly” implemented a surveillance program {0 track
unvaccinated people. We are hoping o receive clarification on the following

1. Is our understanding correct that the ICD-10 codes, specifically the ones proposed in page
194 of a CDC Topic Packet here: lips win. cic ovnchs/cesept202 opicpackel pdt,
are for diagnosiic purposes Io know Ifa person is at risk for Severe outcomes? Are you able
1o explain the reasoning for the new cocies n ay terms?

2. Under he proposal for the newIGD-10codes (ink above). t says there is interest i being
able(0 track people who are nol immunized or only partially immunized.” Are you able to
explain what it means by the word “track”?

3. Whal do the new codes. 228.31. 228.310, 228.311 and 228.39 mean. and how are they
used in lay ems?

Sent:

Subject:

Hello Rosemary,

CDC Clearance Request

******************************************

Reporter's Name: Rosemary An

Deadline: 2023-02-08 17:00:00.0

Background: Email response only

Questions for CDC:

We are investigating a claim on social media that "The Federal Government Is TRACKING
Unvaccinated People Who Go To The Doctor and to the Hospital. Due to CDC-Designed
Surveillance Program" for a potential story:

For context, the article shares a recording of what appears to be a CDC meeting in 2021 and frames
a narrative that official organizations "quietly" implemented a surveillance program to track
unvaccinated people. We are hoping to receive clarification on the following:

1. Is our understanding correct that the ICD-10 codes, specifically the ones proposed in page

are for diagnostic purposes to know if a person is at risk for severe outcomes? Are vou able
to explain the reasoning for the new codes in lay terms?

2. Under the proposal for the new ICD-10 codes (link above), it says *there is interest in being
able to track people who are not immunized or only partially immunized." Are you able to
explain what it means by the word "track"?

3. What do the new codes. Z28.31, Z28.310, Z28.311 and Z28.39 mean, and how are they
used in lay terms?

To:
Thu, 16 Feb 2023 20:12:29 +0000
rosemarv.an@thomsonreuters.com
FW: CDC clearance request -136030 ICD-10 codes

Media Outlet: Reuters

Media Email: rosemary.an@thomsonreuters.com

https://twitter.com/HowleyReporter/status/1620922064063574020 (screenshot attached). The post
on social media leads to an article by the National File: https://nationalfile.com/exclusive-the-federal-
government-is-tracking-unvaccinaled-people-who-go-to-the-doctor-and-to-the-hospital-due-to-cdc-
desianed-surveillance-
program/?fbelid=(wAR220TEykrLeyamMwSAKDYgQc2wNHpwO7wPiNmNvr5ZUK1kckFL9HaCBNH
§.

194 of a CDC Topic Packet here: httos://www.cdc.gov/nchs/icd/sept2021-topicpacket.odf



4. Why does the CDC or CMS need these codes?
5. Is there any surveillance program thal tracks vaccination status?
6. Would you be abie to confirm when the proposal was made, where it was published and ink

to any CDC release making the announcement around Apri 20227
7. Is there any adiional informationorcomment you can provide that may be helpful for the

story?

Proposed response.

os

4. Why does the CDC or CMS need these codes?
5. Is there any surveillance program that tracks vaccination status?
6. Would you be able to confirm when the proposal was made, where it was published and link

to any CDC release making the announcement around April 2022?
7. Is there any additional information or comment you can provide that may be helpful for the

story?

Proposed response:

(b)(5)



From: Kelly, Bert (CDC/OD/OADC)
sent: Mon, 27 Feb 2023 21:48:07 40000
To: Spinelli, Nicholas (COC/0D/0ADC)

Subject: RE: ICD codes

OK. Will see if we can get this reporter some answers.

bk

From: Spinelli, Nicholas (CDC/OD/OADC) <tgas@cde.gov>
Sent: Monday, February 27, 2023 4:45 PM
To: Kelly, Bert (CDC/OD/OADC) <msys@edc.gov>
Subject: Fwd: ICD codes

Higert,

Since he's quoting you now, |figured you might want to take awhack at it.

Nick Spinelli
CDC News Media Branch

From: O'Neil, Tyler <Tyler. ONeil@heritage org>
Sent: Monday, February 27, 2023 4:42:25 PM
To: Spinelli, Nicholas (COC/OD/OADC) <iga5@cde.gov>
Subject: Re: ICD codes

‘Thanks, Nick!

Can you help me understand this,then?This statement to Reuters appears tocontradictwhat you sent
— COC can analyze the codes, is not tracking individuals, and some non-HIPAA covered agencies have
access to the codes. Would you clarify?

Bert Kelly, a CDC spokesperson, told Reuters that the agency can analyze ICD 10 code data on
vaccination status, but the COC and the National Center for Health Statistics (NCHS) “are not tracking.
individuals,”asthe data is “analyzed without anypersonal identifiers.”
Some non-HIPAA covered agencies do have access to the ICD-10 codes, Burnett added, “but they are not
associated with specific patient identifiers,” meaning they “won't know what patient has which ICD-10.
code”

hittps://www.reuters.com/article/factcheck-icd-track-unvaccinated-1dUSLINIS11PG

Terovet

ManagingEdt, TheDailySignal

From:
Sent:

Subject:

OK. Will see if we can get this reporter some answers.

Sent: Monday, February 27, 2023 4:45 PM

Since he's quoting you now, I figured you might want to take a whack at it.

Sent: Monday, February 27, 2023 4:42:25 PM

Thanks, Nick!

Can you help me understand this, then? This statement to Reuters appears to contradict what you sent
- CDC can analyze the codes, is not tracking individuals, and some non-HIPAA covered agencies have

vaccination status, but the CDC and the National Center for Health Statistics (NCHS) "are not tracking
individuals," as the data is "analyzed without any personal identifiers."

associated with specific patient identifiers," meaning they "won't know what patient has which ICD-10
code."

Managing Editor, The Daily Signal

To:

Kelly, Bert (CDC/OD/OADC)
Mon, 27 Feb 2023 21:48:07 +0000
Spinelli, Nicholas (CDC/OD/OADC)

RE: ICD codes

bk

From: Spinelli, Nicholas (CDC/OD/OADC) <gq5@cdc.gov>

To: Kelly, Bert (CDC/OD/OADC) <msy5@cdc.gov>
Subject: Fwd: ICD codes

Hi Bert,

Nick Spinelli
CDC News Media Branch

From: O'Neil, Tyler <Tyler.ONeil@heritage.org>

To: Spinelli, Nicholas (CDC/OD/OADC) <ga5(0 cde gov»
Subject: Re: ICD codes

access to the codes. Would vou clarify?

Bert Kelly, a CDC spokesperson, told Reuters that the agency can analyze ICD 10 code data on

Some non-HIPAA covered agencies do have access to the ICD-10 codes, Burnett added, "but they are not

httos://www.reuters.com/article/factcheck-icd-track-unvaccinated-idUSLIN3511PG

Tyler ONeil



he Hetage FounaaionE04 ovens Avni NEnanan DE 20063
202 508 048
heritage.org.

From: Spinelli, Nicholas (CDC/OD/OADC)<tgas@cde. gov>
Date: Monday, February 27, 2023 at 3:05 PM
To: Tyler O'Neil (Daily Signal) <tyler.oneil@dailysignal.com>
Subject: ICD codes

Good afternoon,

Thanks for reaching out to COC. The ICO codes were implemented in April 2022, however the CDC/NCHS.
does not have any data on thecodes and wil not be tracking this information. Thecodesare developed
and managed by the World Health Organization to enable healthcare providers to track within their
practices. Also, for some specialties thecodesare used to track organdonors’ ably to donate.

Nick Spinelli
CDC News Media Branch

202 608 6046

Date: Monday, February 27, 2023 at 3:05 PM

Good afternoon,

does not have any data on the codes and will not be tracking this information. The codes are developed
and managed by the World Health Organization to enable healthcare providers to track within their
practices. Also, for some specialties the codes are used to track organ donors' ability to donate.

Tho Horizage Foundation
211 Massac-usetts Avenuo. NE

Washington. DC 20002

heritage.org

From: Spinelli, Nicholas (CDC/OD/OADC) <tg95@cdc.gov>

To: Tyler O'Neil (Daily Signal) <tyler.oneil@dailysignal.com>
Subiect: ICD codes

Thanks for reaching out to CDC. The ICO codes were implemented in April 2022, however the CDC/NCHS

Nick Spinelli
CDC News Media Branch



From: PAO Query (CDC)
Sent: Tue, 28 Feb 2023 18:50:28 40000
To: Kelly, Bert (CDC/OD/OADC)
Subject: 1CD 10 code questions

From: Berglund, DavidJ. (COC/DDPHSS/NCHS/OD) <zhc2@cdc gov:
Sent: Wednesday, February 8, 2023 3:21 PM
To: PAO Query (CDC) <paoquery@cdcgov; Ramirez, Traci M. (CDC/DDPHSS/NCHS/OD) <tiré@cde gov
Ce: Tsai, Bian (COC/DDPHSS/NCHS/OD) <xbg7@cdc.gov>
Subject: RE:FOX NEWS - request for comment

Hi Brian,

Iwill note that earlier today received a separate email that appears to be from a reporter, and | will
separately forward that to you, as | do not think that | am supposed to respond. will here address the.
questions noted below, and wil expand on related issues briefly below.

[oS

From:
Sent:

Subject:

Sent: Wednesday, February 8, 2023 3:21 PM

Subject: RE: FOX NEWS - request for comment

Hi Brian,

I will note that I earlier today received a separate email that appears to be from a reporter, and I will
separately forward that to you, as I do not think that I am supposed to respond. I will here address the
questions noted below, and will expand on related issues briefly below.

To:

PAO Querv (CDC)
Tue, 28 Feb 2023 18:50:28 +0000
Kelly, Bert (CDC/OD/OADC)
ICD 10 code questions

From: Berglund, David J. (CDC/DDPHSS/NCHS/OD) <zhc2@cdc.gov>

To: PAO Query (CDC) <paoquery@cdc.gov>; Ramirez, Traci M. (CDC/DDPHSS/NCHS/OD) <fr4@cdc.gov>
Cc: Tsai, Brian (CDC/DDPHSS/NCHS/OD) <xbg7@cdc.gov>

(bYE)

COMES



©

hope the above information is helpful for you in responding to these questions. Please let me know if
you have further questions.

Best regards,

David Berglund, MD, MPH
Medical Officer/Classification and Public Health Data Standards.
National Center for Health Statistics, Mailstop POS.
Metro IV. 2" floor, Rm. 2634
3311 Toledo Ra.
Hyattsville, MD 20782
Phone: (301) 458-4095
E-mail: dberglund@cdc. gov

I hope the above information is helpful for you in responding to these questions. Please let me know if
you have further questions.

Best regards,

Medical Officer / Classification and Public Health Data Standards

(b)(5)

(b)(5)

David Berglund, MD, MPH

National Center for Health Statistics, Mailstop P08
Metro IV, 2nd floor, Rm. 2534
3311 Toledo Rd
Hyattsville, MD 20782
Phone: (301) 458-4095
E-mail: dberglund@edc.gov



From: PAO Query (COC)
sent: Thu, 16 Feb 2023 21:01:38 40000
To: Kell, Bert (CDC/OD/OADC)
Subject: RE: IC0-10

Yes. That's correct.

Brian

From: Kelly, Bert (CDC/GD/OADC) <msyS@cde.gov>
Sent: Thursday, February 16, 2023 359 PM
To: PAO Query (CDC) <paoquery@cde.gov>
Ca: Tsai, Brian (COC/DDPHSS/NCHS/OD) <xbg7@cdcgov
Subject: CD10

wrian,

Thereporter followed up with this question: Can the codesbe used to monitor or analyze data without
personal identiers?

believe this is accurate?

Ber Kelly. MA (CDC/ODIOADC)
Pres Officer
Diviion of Media Relaons
Centers for Disc Control and Prenton
Office: 404.715.1053
Mobile: 404-244-3815

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Yes. That's correct.

Brian

Sent: Thursday, February 16, 2023 3:59 PM

Brian,

The reporter followed up with this question: Can the codes be used to monitor or analyze data without
personal identifiers?

I believe this is accurate?

Press Officer

Office: 404-718-1053
Mobile: 404-444-3818

PAO Querv (CDC)
Thu, 16 Feb 2023 21:01:38 +0000
Kelly, Bert (CDC/OD/OADC)
RE: ICD-10

From: Kelly, Bert (CDC/OD/OADC) <msy5@cdc.gov>

To: PAO Query (CDC) <paoquerv@cdc.govs
Cc: Tsai, Brian (CDC/DDPHSS/NCHS/OD) <xbg7@cdc.govs
Subject: ICD-10

Bert Kelly, MA (CDC/OD/OADC)

Division of Medig Relations
Centers for Discase Control and Prevention



From: Kochi, Sudiksha
Sent: Wed, 1 Mar 2023 18:23:53 40000
To: Kelly, Bert (CDC/0D/0ADC)
Subject: Re: USA TODAY Fact Check request!

‘Thank you. So are the codes used in the U.S. then? And they aren't implemented bythe COC
then?
From: Kelly, Bert (CDC/OD/OADC) <msy5@cdc gov>
Sent: Monday, February 27, 2023 10:11 AM
To: Kochi, Sudiksha <SKochi@usatoday. com>
Subject: AE: USA TODAY Fact Check request!

Hello Sudiksha,

1CD codes are created by the World Health Organization and the ones you are referring to were
implemented in April 2022, however the COC does not have any data on the codes and does not track
this information. The codes were created to enable healthcare providers to trackwithin their
practices. Also, for some specialties the codesare used to track organ donors’ ability to donate.

Regards,
Bert Kelly
COC Media Office.

From: Kochi, Sudiksha<SKochi @usatoday.com>
Sent: Thursday,February 23, 2023 233 PM
To: Kelly, Bert (CDC/OD/OADC)<msy5@cde.gov>
Subject: USA TODAY Fact Check request!
Importance: High

Hil

My name is Sudiksha Kochi and | am a fact check reporter with USA TODAY. | am fact checking a
claim am hoping to get some expert insight on. The claim is that the U.S. government is
secretly tracking the unvaccinated and partially vaccinated. Here is the claim | am checking:
hetps://www instagram.com/p/Covsnadugd_/2utm_source=ig_embed8ig_rid=deafe778-3999-
4a7b-0211-36914838d0b2

Here were some questions | had relevant to the claim:

1. The post cites a program implemented on April 1, 2022, and adopted by most medical
clinics in which doctors have to ask patients about their vaccination status. What i this
new program? Can you go into detail about it?

2. Would the code ICD-10 track people? Where is that code coming from?

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject: Re: USA TODAY Fact Check request!

Thank you. So are the codes used in the U.S. then? And they aren't implemented by the CDC
then?

Sent: Monday, February 27, 2023 10:11 AM

implemented in April 2022, however the CDC does not have any data on the codes and does not track
this information. The codes were created to enable healthcare providers to track within their
practices. Also, for some specialties the codes are used to track organ donors' ability to donate.

Regards,
Bert Kelly

Sent: Thursday, February 23, 2023 2:33 PM

Importance: High

Hi!

claim I am hoping to get some expert insight on. The claim is that the U.S. government is
secretly tracking the unvaccinated and partially vaccinated. Here is the claim I am checking:

Here were some questions I had relevant to the claim:

1. The post cites a program implemented on April 1, 2022, and adopted by most medical
clinics in which doctors have to ask patients about their vaccination status. What is this
new program? Can you go into detail about it?

2. Would the code ICD-10 track people? Where is that code coming from?

Kochi, Sudiksha
Wed, 1 Mar 2023 18:23:53 +0000
Kelly, Bert (CDC/OD/OADC)

From: Kelly, Bert (CDC/OD/OADC) <msy5@ cdc.gov>

To: Kochi. Sudiksha <SKochi@usatodav.com>
Subiect: RE: USA TODAY Fact Check request!

Hello Sudiksha,

ICD codes are created by the World Health Organization and the ones vou are referring to were

CDC Media Office

From: Kochi, Sudiksha <SKochi@usatoday.com>

To: Kelly, Bert (CDC/OD/OADC) <msy5@cdc.gov>
Subiect: USA TODAY Fact Check request!

My name is Sudiksha Kochi and I am a fact check reporter with USA TODAY. I am fact checking a

https://www.instagram.com/p/Covsnaduq4 /Put source=ig embed&ig rid=deafe778-3999-
4a7b-a211-36914838ddb2



3. I read that the CDC made an update to the International Classification of Diseases. Can
You go more into that and what it means?Are these codes new?

4. The post also claims that “the government i also tracking noncompliance with al other
recommended vaccines using new ICD-10 codes, and has implemented codes to descrise WHY you
didn't get a recommended vaccine. I's also added a billable ICD codefor “vaccine safety counseling.”
Is there any truth to this claim?

It would be greatif| could have expert insight ino this. Thanks so much

Sincerely,
Sugiksha Kochi

3. I read that the CDC made an update to the International Classification of Diseases. Can
you go more into that and what it means? Are these codes new?

4. The post also claims that "the government is also tracking noncompliance with all other
recommended vaccines using new ICD-10 codes, and has implemented codes to describe WHY you
didn't get a recommended vaccine. It's also added a billable ICD code for "vaccine safety counseling."
Is there any truth to this claim?

It would be great if I could have expert insight into this. Thanks so much!

Sincerely,
Sudiksha Kochi



From: Spinel, Nicholas (COC/OD/OADC)
Sent: Mon, 27 Feb 2023 19:40:36 +0000
To: Grusich, Katherina (Kate) (COC/DDID/NCIRO/OD)
Subject: Res Issue (MIS-136321) Response To House GOP Vaccine Data - NEW

Whoops! I knew that! Isee vaccine and I instinctively think of you @
Nick Spinelli
CDC News Media Branch
From: Grusich, Katherina (Kate) (CDC/DDID/NCIRD/0D) <yhb3@cde.gov>
Sent: Monday, February 27, 2023 2:39.30 PM
To: pinell, Nicholas (CDC/OD/OADC) <tg5@cdc.gov>
Subject; RE: Issue (MIS-136321) Response To House GOP Vaccine Data-NEW

1CD/coding is NCHS, Recommend kickingthis to them(orto Bert) to handle, as | believe they havea
cleared response ©

6)

From: Spinell, Nicholas (COC/OD/OADC) <tgas@cdc.gov>
Sent: Monday, February 27, 2023 2:27 PM
To: Grusich, Katherina (Kate) (CDC/DDID/NCIRD/OD) <yhb3@cdc gov
Subject: Fwd: Issue (MIS-136321) Response To House GOP Vaccine Data - NEW

Good afternoon,

We received another vaccine data request}
Nick Spinelli
CDC News Media Branch

From: NMB Media Inquiry System (CDC) <misiira@cdc.gov>
Sent: Monday, February 27, 2023 2:24:00 PM
To: Spinelli, Nicholas (CDC/OD/OADC) <tga5@cde.gov>
Subject; Issue (MIS-136321) Response To House GOP Vaccine Data - NEW

Inquiry MIS-136321 has been created and assigned Lo Spinel, Nicholas (CDCIODIOADC)

Mobile Link | Details

Reporter: Tyler O'Neil

Organization: [TheDailysignall

Phone: (303)956.8499

Email Address: tyler.oneil@dailysignal com

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Whoops! I knew that! I see vaccine and I instinctively think of you

Sent: Monday, February 27, 2023 2:39:30 PM

cleared response:

Sent: Monday, February 27, 2023 2:27 PM

Good afternoon,

We received another vaccine data request :-)

Sent: Monday, February 27, 2023 2:24:00 PM

Mobile Link | Details

Reporter: Tyler O'Neil

Phone: (3031-956-8499

Spinelli, Nicholas (CDC/OD/OADC)
Mon, 27 Feb 2023 19:40:36 +0000
Grusich, Katherina (Kate) (CDC/DDID/NCIRD/OD)
Re: Issue (MIS-136321) Response To House GOP Vaccine Data - NEW

Nick Spinelli
CDC News Media Branch
From: Grusich, Katherina (Kate) (CDC/DDID/NCIRD/OD) <yhb3@cdc.gov>

To: Spinelli, Nicholas (CDC/OD/OADC) <ga5@cdc.govs
Subiect: RE: Issue (MIS-136321) Response To House GOP Vaccine Data - NEW

ICD/coding is NCHS. Recommend kicking this to them (or to Bert) to handle, as I believe they have a
(b)(5)

From: Spinelli, Nicholas (CDC/OD/OADC) <tg95@cdc.gov>

To: Grusich, Katherina (Kate) (CDC/DDID/NCIRD/OD) <hb3@cdc.gov
Subiect: Fwd: Issue (MIS-136321) Response To House GOP Vaccine Data - NEW

Nick Spinelli
CDC News Media Branch

From: NMB Media Inquiry System (CDC) <misjira@cdc.gov>

To: Spinelli, Nicholas (CDC/OD/OADC) <gq5@cdc.gov>
Sublect: Issue (MIS-136321) Response To House GOP Vaccine Data - NEW

Inquiry MIS-136321 has been created and assigned to Spinelli, Nicholas (CDC/OD/OADC).

Organization: [TheDailySignal]

Email Address: tvler.oneil@dailvsignal.com



Subject: Response To House GOP Vaccine Data

Deadline: 2023-02-27 17:00:00.0

Inquiry Description:

From: Tyler O'Neil (Daily Signal) <tyler.oneili@ dailysignal com>
Sent: Monday, February 27, 2023 2:17 PM
To: Media (CDC) <sohcofiede.gov>
Subject: Media Request: CDC has not responded to House GOPletteron COVID vaccine data

This is Tyler O'Neil, managing editor at The Daily Signal. I'm writinga story about the Centers
for Disease Control not responding by the deadline House Republicans set in their letter asking
for more information on the CDC recently codified Intemational Classification of Disease
codes relating to the reasons why Americans refuse to take COVID-19 vaccines.

Would the CDC comment on why the ICD system has been updated to include the rationale
behind rejecting the vaccines? How does the CDC plan to use these COVID-19 ICD vaccination
codes? How does the CDC plan to ensure that Americans” private health information is
protected?

Why did the CDC not respond to Rep. Chip Roy’s letter about this? Does the CDC plan to
answer his questions?

hp Awww dailysinal com 2073 0 14 evelusive-house republicans demand-answervedes:
new datahase-monitor why american tihe-covid-19-yaceine

My deadline is 5 p.m. Eastern time today, so | would appreciate a prompt response.

Best,

Tyler O'Neil

(303)956-8499

Subject: Response To House GOP Vaccine Data

Deadline: 2023-02-27 17:00:00.0

Inquiry Description:

Sent: Monday, February 27, 2023 2:17 PM

Subject: Media Request: CDC has not responded to House GOP letter on COVID vaccine data

This is Tyler O'Neil, managing editor at The Daily Signal. I'm writing a story about the Centers
for Disease Control not responding by the deadline House Republicans set in their letter asking
for more information on the CDC's recently codified International Classification of Disease
codes relating to the reasons why Americans refuse to take COVID-19 vaccines.

Would the CDC comment on why the ICD system has been updated to include the rationale

codes? How does the CDC plan to ensure that Americans' private health information is
protected?

Why did the CDC not respond to Rep. Chip Roy's letter about this? Does the CDC plan to
answer his questions?

My deadline is 5 p.m. Eastern time today, so I would appreciate a prompt response.

Best,

From: Tyler O'Neil (Daily Signal) Styler.oneil@dailysignal.com

To: Media (CDC) <sohco@ede.gov>

behind rejecting the vaccines? How does the CDC plan to use these COVID-19 ICD vaccination

0214/0

Tyler O'Neil

(303)956-8499



Tyler

Oeil

Managing Editor, The Daily Signal

‘The Heritage Foundation
214 Massachusetts Avenue, NE
Washington, DC 20002

heritage.org

Tyler

Managing Editor, The Daily Signal

The Heritage Foundation
214 Massachusetts Avenue, NE
Washington, DC 20002

O'Neil

heritage.org



From: ‘Spinelli, Nicholas (CDC/OD/OADC)So Hon 71a 2033200543 1000
To: Kelly, Bert (CDC/OD/OADC)
Subject: Re: Issue (MIS-136321) Response To House GOP Vaccine Data - NEW

Thanks!
Nick Spinelli
CDC News Media Branch
From: Kelly, Bert (CDC/OD/OADC) <msyS@cdc.gov>

“To: Spinelli, Nicholas (COC/OD/OADC) <tgqs@cdc.gov>
Subject: RE: Issue (MIS-136321) Response To House GOP Vaccine Data- NEW

We do have prove respons and you might ned to westfo io ke esere bt
here is.

Let metoow ow ane
on

From: Spinelli, Nicholas (CDC/OD/OADC) <tgas@cde.gov>

To: Kelly, Bert (CDC/OD/OADC) <msy5@cdc.gov>
Subject: Fwd: Issue (MIS-136321) Response To House GOP Vaccine Data - NEW

eksinelCoC edi san
From: Grusich, Katherina (Kate) (CDC/DDID/NCIRD/OD) <yhb3@cde.gov>Ser Monday Ferry 27,3013 239
To: Spinelli, Nicholas (CDC/OD/OADC) <tgg5@cdc.gov>Shc RE so 515631)espnsToHou COP Ucn ata NEW
1CD/coding is NCHS. Recommend kicking this to them (or to Bert) to handle, as | believe they have a

deed espns

From:
Sent:

Subject:

Thanks!

Sent: Monday, February 27, 2023 2:53:56 PM

We do have an approved response and you might need to tweak it a bit for it to make sense here, but
here it is.

Let me know how I can help.

Sent: Monday, February 27, 2023 2:41 PM

Want to take a look?

Sent: Monday, February 27, 2023 2:39 PM

cleared response:

To:

Spinelli, Nicholas (CDC/OD/OADC)
Mon, 27 Feb 2023 20:05:48 +0000
Kelly, Bert (CDC/OD/OADC)
Re: Issue (MIS-136321) Response To House GOP Vaccine Data - NEW

Nick Spinelli
CDC News Media Branch
From: Kelly, Bert (CDC/OD/OADC) <msy5@cdc.gov>

To: Spinelli, Nicholas (CDC/OD/OADC) <ga5@cdc.gova
Subject: RE: Issue (MIS-136321) Response To House GOP Vaccine Data - NEW

(b)(5)
(b)(5)

(b)(5)

(b)(5)

bk

From: Spinelli, Nicholas (CDC/OD/OADC) <ta5@cdc.gov>

To: Kelly, Bert (CDC/OD/OADC) <msy5@cdc.gov>
Subiect: Fwd: Issue (MIS-136321) Response To House GOP Vaccine Data - NEW

Nick Spinelli
CDC News Media Branch

From: Grusich, Katherina (Kate) (CDC/DDID/NCIRD/OD) chb3@cdc.gov>

To: Spinelli, Nicholas (CDC/OD/OADC) <ga5@cdc.govs
Subject: RE: Issue (MIS-136321) Response To House GOP Vaccine Data - NEW

ICD/coding is NCHS. Recommend kicking this to them (or to Bert) to handle, as I believe they have a

(6)(5)
(b)(5)



From: Spinelli, Nicholas (CDC/OD/OADC) <tga5@cdc.gov>
Sent: Monday, February 27, 2023 2:27 PM
To: Grusich, Katherina (Kate) (CDC/DDID/NCIRD/OD) <yhb3@cdc.gov>
Subject: Fwd: Issue (MIS-136321) Response To House GOP Vaccine Data - NEW

Good afternoon,

We received another vaccine data request)
Nick Spinelli
COC News Medi Branch

From: NMB Media Inquiry System (CDC) <misjira@cdc.gov>
Sent: Monday, February 27, 2023 224.00 PM
‘To: Spinelli, Nicholas (COC/OD/OADC) <tga5@cdc.gov>
Subject: Issue (MI5-136321) Response To House GOP Vaccine Data - NEW

Inquiry MIS-136321 has been created and assigned to Spinel, Nicholas (CDC/ODIOADC)
Mobile Link | Details

Reporter: Tyler O'Neil
Organization: (TheailySignall

Phone: (303)-956-8499

Email Address: yler neil@disignalcom
Subject: ResponseTo House GOP Vaccine Dats

Deadline: 2023-02-27 1700000

Inuiry Description:
From: Tyke ONeil DailySigne) <tc onildsdulysigns con
Sent: Monday, Febrary 37, 3033 2.17 PN
Tor Melia(CDC) shat or
Sublet Media Request: CDC asnotspond to House GOP ltr on COVID vain dss
This i Tylor Nel,mansging editor a Th Daily Signs. 'm writing.sor about the Centers for Diss Control
no responding by he deadine House Republicans st in thei Iter asking for more norman on the CDC's
“scent codified Intemational Class cation of Disease code relating0 the reasons why Americans reise o tke
COVID-19 vacsines

Wand heCDC comment on why he ICD system hasbeen dated include he raion behind icing the
acines Hows doss the CDC plan ous hese COVID-19 ICD vaccimation codes? How dos the CDC plano
nse that Americans” private healt formation is proceed”

Sent: Monday, February 27, 2023 2:27 PM

Good afternoon,

We received another vaccine data request :)

Sent: Monday, February 27, 2023 2:24:00 PM

Mobile Link / Details

Reporter: Tyler O'Neil

Deadline: 2023-02-27 17:00:00.0

Inquiry Description:

Sent: Monday, February 27, 2023 2:17 PM

This is Tyler O'Neil, managing editor at The Daily Signal. I'm writing a story about the Centers for Disease Control
not responding by the deadline House Republicans set in their letter asking for more information on the CDC's
recently codified International Classification of Disease codes relating to the reasons why Americans refuse to take

Would the CDC comment on why the IC'D system has been updated to include the rationale behind rejecting the

ensure that Americans private health information is protected?

From: Spinelli, Nicholas (CDC/OD/OADC) <gq5@cdc.gov>

To: Grusich, Katherina (Kate) (CDC/DDID/NCIRD/OD) <hb3@cdc.gov>
Subiect: Fwd: Issue (MIS-136321) Response To House GOP Vaccine Data - NEW

Nick Spinelli
CDC News Media Branch

From: NMB Media Inquirv Svstem (CDC «misiira@edc.govs

To: Spinelli, Nicholas (CDC/OD/OADC) <ta5@cdc.gov>
Subject: Issue (MI5-136321) Response To House GOP Vaccine Data - NEW

Inquiry MIS-136321 has been created and assigned to Spinelli, Nicholas (CDC/OD/OADC).

Organization: [TheDailySignall

Phone: (303)-956-8499

Email Address: tyler.oneil@dailysignal.com

Subiect: Response To House GOP Vaccine Data

From: Tyler O'Neil (Daily Signal) Lyler.oncil/@dailysignal.com

To: Media (CDC) csohco@ede.govs
Subject: Media Request: CDC has not responded to House GOP letter on COVID vaccine data

COVID-19 vaccines.

vaccines? How does the CDC plan to use these COVID-19 ICD vaccination codes? How does the CDC plan to



Why did the CDC na respon 1 Rep. Chip Roy's letter about this? Doss the CDC plan to answerhis questions?

Bigs. wae dfs com 2023 02 1 exclusichosergpiblicnsdsondans rsa
rbTG thiole cine

My deadline is pan. Easter time today, 0 1 would sppeciate a prompt response

Best,

Tyler O'Neil

(03956-8499

Tyler

ONeil

Managing Editor, The Daily Signal

“The Heritage Foundation
214 Massachusetts Avenue, NE
Washington, DC 20002

heritage org

Why did the CDC not respond to Rep. Chip Roy's letter about this? Does the (DC plan to answer his questions?

My deadline is 5 p.m. Eastern time today, so I would appreciate a prompt response.

Tyler

Managing Editor, The Daily Signal

The Heritage Foundation
214 Massachusetts Avenue, NE
Washington, DC 20002

Best,

Tyler O'Neil

(303\956-8499

O'Neil

heritage.org


